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ABSTRACT
ATTRITION AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
A SYMPTOM OF INSTITUTIONAL
UNIQUENESS
MAY 1990
JOHN A. DOON.JR. BA HOLY CROSS COLLEGE
M.A. CLARK UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Dr. David Schuman

Educational attrition rates are viewed by the Federal government and other
external agencies as reliable indicators of institutional performance. The high attrition
rates of community colleges may lead to drastic funding cuts. Both the community college
and its attrition statistics are misunderstood. The peculiarly American ‘open door’ of the
community college was designed to bring both education and training to students with a
variety of backgrounds and goals. The evolution of the community college mission is
described through a historic summary of the social forces involved in its development. A
particular community college is used to illustrate this history.

Attrition is shown to be

a natural consequence of the mission of the institution. Over time, three major types of
programs have been developed by community colleges in response to perceived social
needs. Success for students in those programs is often independent of graduation.
Community colleges thus have multiple missions. In order to make useful judgments of
failure and success of the community college and of its major programs, the overall
mission and the three separate missions must be understood. Critics of the community
college either do not understand or do not approve of its mission. Analysis of significant
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community college retention projects demonstrates the community college practitioners'
grasp of the institution’s unique mission and of its particular students. The
philosophical gap between the critics and the practitioners, not attrition, is the
problem.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The conviction upon which this dissertation rests is that our community colleges
are designed for and are essential to the realization of a basic tenet of the American
vision: that every American should have the opportunity to develop his or her potential to
the fullest.
Given that conviction, it becomes a duty to watch over the general well-being of
the community colleges and also to watch over how well the community colleges perform
their function in the society. As a survey of the literature will show, a number of
thinkers and scholars are keeping watch over this young social invention, and are
arriving at a variety of judgments. Some acclaim, some deplore. Furthermore, neither
the writers who acclaim nor those who deplore speak with a single tongue. Widely
different perspectives on society, on education and on the practical workings of the
community college are evidenced by those who study this peculiarly American
phenomenon.
This study intends to show that the critics of the community college do not
understand the community college and are in inevitable consequence judging it
erroneously. As a beginning therefore, the assumptions of the writer as well as the
specific problem and the design of the study will be described.

St atement of The Problem
The problem itself can be illustrated simply. Community colleges have high
attrition rates. Attrition is defined by Webster as "loss in the personnel of an
organization" fWebster’s New World Dictionary, 1978. p.90). Institutional attrition is
read by our society as a sign of institutional failure. As a significant example, the
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Federal government plans to use attrition rates as a benchmark for eligibility in granting
financial aid funds. The Federal Register for June 5, 1989 states that:

The Secretary (of Education) considers it an indication of an institution's
impaired capability of properly administering Title IV, HEA program
(Financial Aid Programs) if (3)(i) For an institution that has a common academic year for a majority of
its students, more than 33 percent of the regular students who are enrolled
on the first day of classes of an academic year withdraw from enrollment at
that institution during that academic year; or
(ii) For an institution which does not have a common academic year for a majority
of its students, more than 33 percent of the regular students enrolled on the
first day of classes of any eight month period withdraw during that period.
[p. 24116]
Given the present perception of attrition rates, community colleges must either
remedy their attrition or lose Federal support. But as will be demonstrated, the concept
of attrition when applied to the community college is too general and conceals the facts
of the case. The real workings of the community colleges in our system of higher
education must be examined closely to ascertain what the facts of the case are.
Having served as an administrator at a community college I have become aware
that while there is extensive attrition at the community college, not all the attrition is
negative. It became clear to me that a single definition of attrition would not work for the
community college. I saw that attrition at the community college was not a case of
students leaving because the institution or the student had failed. The meaning of
attrition at the community college goes beyond the statistics of withdrawal and lies in the
unique nature of the institution itself. Only by understanding the uniqueness of the
community college can we realistically assess the different kinds of attrition which occur
there.
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Importance of Study
Since the concept of attrition ignites strong negative feelings among agencies and
policy makers on whom the community college depends for support, it is clearly
important that the real meaning of attrition and attrition statistics at the community
college should be understood. The lack of research in this area has been noted by
Schrader:

. .a wealth of material exists in the general area of attrition and retention of

college students, but. . little relates specifically to two-year students or occupational
education" (1981, pp. 3-5).
To have agencies such as the Federal Government threaten to punish community
colleges, whose attrition is consistently rated at more than 33%. demonstrates a lack of
understanding of the realities of the community college. The significance of this study
lies in its demonstration that understanding the varieties of attrition at the community
college demands that we go beyond the statistics of withdrawal and look with a careful
eye on the missions and functions of the institution itself.

The Hypothesis
This work is based on the hypothesis that community colleges have in fact
multiple missions and that clarity about those multiple missions is essential in order to
make useful judgments of failure and success. Attrition statistics, as they are presently
understood, impede the capacity of government, critics and practitioners to discover
failure and success. In fact, attrition, it will be maintained, is often a natural
consequence of the community college's mission as played out through its policy of open
access.
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Theoretical Assumptions
A primary assumption of this work is the American belief that every citizen has a
potential for personal achievement and a right to the opportunity to realize that
potential. Historically, as will be shown, there can be little doubt that the existence of
community colleges is a result not of a European model of higher education but rather of
an extrapolation of democracy. The ‘open door’ of the community college creates a
unique learning environment welcoming students who come with a variety of goals. The
program completion which we call graduation may or may not be one of those reasons.

Scope of Study
The scope of this study on the problem of attrition at the American community
college includes the history and mission of the community college movement, the
development of other missions within the community college as that new segment of our
educational system grew, the existence of real structures reflecting these several
missions at a given community college, and the often-ignored topic of student goals and
expectations.
The investigation of new methods forjudging the achievement of these missions
may follow from, but is not part of, this work.

The Design of the Study
To begin, a review of the literature on attrition will demonstrate that attrition in
higher education is understood to mean failure on the part of the institution or on the
part of the student. Next, to demonstrate the mission of the community colleges, a
historic summary of their development will be given. The history of a particular
community college at which the author has been an administrator will be used as an
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illustration of this development. Further, both the typical programs developed at this
particular community college to meet perceived social needs and the goals of the
students in those programs will be described.
Critics of the community college see it as undermining the mission of higher
education, and representative writers of this group will be reviewed. In contrast, the
retention projects developed by community college practitioners show a deep
understanding of the unique mission of their institutions. A group of these projects will
be described and the relation of each to that unique mission will be evaluated. In
conclusion, it follows that the the community college must be judged on the basis of the
special mission it has been shown to have, rather than by undifferentiated attrition
statistics.
The next chapter will review the literature on attrition in higher education.
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CHAPTER 2

A REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE ON ATTRITION

This chapter will first survey the literature of recent decades on attrition in
higher education. Much of this literature results from studies of four year colleges. The
studies are grouped and described under the following headings: prediction, prevention,
synthesis and analysis. Second, the chapter will review studies specifically on attrition
in community colleges, utilising the four divisions named above.

Predicting Attrition
One group of attrition studies seeks to identify particular attributes that can be
used to predict the likelihood of attrition. A basic assumption here is the notion of the
relevance of students' background as a cause of attrition. This concept was strongly
supported by Astin (1975) who developed a predictive, rather than a strictly
descriptive study of dropouts. The question that his study addressed was “Who will drop
out?"
Astin surveyed 41,000 undergraduates at 358 two-year and four-year colleges
and universities. The purpose of the study was to develop a measure of "dropoutproneness". The task that the research took on was to determine the importance of 110
personal characteristics which seemed to be related to dropping out. Of the 110
personal characteristics, the study found a correlation between 52 characteristics and
the tendency to dropout. These 52 characteristics could be grouped under six general
headings: academic background and ability, family background, educational aspirations,
study habits, expectations about college, and other student characteristics (Astin, 1975,
24-30).
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This research, Astin intended, would help Institutions better understand their
recruiting and counselling roles. He felt that the measures his research developed could
be used to compute dropout-proneness for any individual student or any group of
students (Astin, 1975, p. 183).

In their most recent report on predicting college

student retention, Dey and Astin stated :

Given the obvious fact that a college's retention rate necessarily depends
to some extent on the academic preparation of its entering freshman, it is
difficult for any institution to evaluate its own retention rate without also
taking into account the characteristics of the students it admits as
freshman...The basic procedure is to calculate an ‘expected’ retention
based upon the characteristics of the entering freshmen and then to
compare this expected rate with the actual rate. If the two rates are close,
then the institution’s ability to retain its students is comparable to that of
institutions in general. If the actual retention rate is significantly higher
than the expected rate, then the institution is having unusual success in
retaining its students. On the other hand, if the actual rate is
substantially less than the expected rate, then the institution may wish to
examine its programs and practices with an eye to strengthening its
ability to retain its students

(Dey and Astin, 1989, p.7).

But Astin’s work is not the only analysis around. Traditionally, the common view
of why students leave higher learning is that such students are not academically able.
Lenning maintained that "high school grade point average or rank in class have been
found to have a higher relationship to student attrition than any other single predictor
(1982, p.37). On the other hand, Gekowski and Schwartz pointed out that although they
found a correlation between good academic background and retention, they also found a
higher-than-predicted attrition rate of scholastically high achieving students (1961,
pp. 192-94).

Pantages and Creedon (1978, p.62-63) reviewing several studies which

detected no significant differences in high school GPA or class rank between dropouts and
nondropouts noted Eckland's (1964b) contention that high school rank is only hall as
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effective in predicting who will return and eventually graduate from college as it is in
predicting which students are most likely to drop out. A 1984 study at the University of
Massachusetts found that there was no difference in pre-college academic performance
between withdrawing students and persisting students but there were differences in
satisfaction with the academic experience, academic progress, and the student s academic
advisor at the college (Weitzer, 1984). A number of researchers have suggested that
dropouts have a tendency to attribute their academic deficiencies to the quality of
preparation provided by their secondary schools, rather than to weaknesses in their own
ability (Spady, 1970, p. 71).
Such findings have raised a major question among college recruiters: is prior
academic success enough? College recruiters frequently share the belief that a student
who is achieving high marks but not involved in outside work or school activities is not
the most desirable candidate. They picture this student as devoting full time to studies
and in fact overachieving. Such a student,they feel, could be regarded as a risk.
In addition, family background (fathers and mothers who have attended college)
and the student's socio-economic background as well as high school achievement have
proven to be important ingredients strengthening the desire of the student to attend
(Astin, 1975, pp.30-37).

Significant variables in a students' background, it is

maintained, should be considered at the time of admission (Dey and Astin, 1989, p. 7).
Prominent among those variables described by several researchers are socio-economic
level and student aspiration.
The student characteristics most clearly related to retention, several studies
revealed, have to do with the family’s socioeconomic status ( Cope, 1978, p. 4). More
specifically, Spady maintains that more urbane and affluent parents provide their
children with an open, democratic, supportive, and less conflicted environment and that
successful students often come from such an environment (Spady, 1970, p. 70).
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As to student aspiration, Cope states unequivocally that "the higher the personal
expectation, the greater the likelihood of remaining in college (1978, p. 5). Spady
emphasizes that survival in college is "dependent largely on a clear and realistic set of
goals and having interests that are compatible with the influences and expectations of
departmental faculty and curricula" (Spady, 1970, p. 72).
Further, Pascarella and Terenzini state that voluntary withdrawal is usually
marked both by values incongruent with those that characterize the social and
intellectual climate of the institution and by low levels of personal interaction with
faculty members and other students outside of the classroom (1977, pp. 540 - 552 ).
Thus one may conclude, at least in part, that student persistence depends on the
student being able to interact successfully with the academic and social systems of the
college. In accordance with this concept, Spady (1970) proposed that Durkheim's
Theory of Suicide provides a good vehicle for summarizing the cause of attrition.
According to Spady's interpretation of Durkheim, the breaking of one's ties with a social
system stems from a lack of interaction between the individual and the academic and
social systems with which he/she is involved. “Although dropping out is clearly a less
drastic form of rejecting social life than is suicide, we assume that the social conditions
that affect the former parallel those that produce the latter” (Spady, 1970, p. 78).
The literature on predicting attrition is useful for four-year institutions
assisting them to develop criteria to select those students who have the greatest potential
to succeed. However, the community college would violate its primary mission, the open
door, if it practiced the principle of matching the student to the college by highly
selective admissions.

Preventing Attrition
Understandably, there is a significant body of literature identifying the
institutional characteristics which have the effect of increasing retention or, alternately
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phrased, preventing attrition. A major concept in these studies is frequently described
as lit’. Without a ‘fit’, or congruence between the needs and goals of the student and the
demands and resources of the college, genuine commitment of the student to the college is
unlikely.
Hackman and Dysinger (1970), for example, found that students with high
academic competence and moderate to high college commitment were most likely to
persist. Students with high competence but moderate to low commitment tended to
transfer to other colleges or dropout and re-enroll at a later time. Students with low
competence but with moderate to high commitment tended to persist in college until they
were forced to leave because of poor grades. Finally, they found that those students with
both low competence and moderate to low commitment were likely to dropout and were
unlikely to ever re-enroll at any college. The integration of a student’s values into the
values of higher education and the ability of the student to make a commitment to the
educational institution are, clearly, most important elements in retention. Unless these
values are integrated and the commitment is made, retention efforts are unlikely to
achieve their desired results.
On the subject of prevention, Beal and Noel looked at programs generally viewed
as most successful. They found that the most successful retention programs could be
sorted into three general areas of concern (1980, p. 91). The first is described as
academic stimulation and assistance. This area of concern stresses teaching competence
and performance, advising and support for learning, and becomes the focal point of the
entire institution. The second area they located is described as ‘personal future
building’. Emphasizing the identification and clarification of student goals and
directions, this type of program stresses career planning, academic planning and
personal problem resolution.

Finally, they describe the third kind of program they

found as focussing on ‘student involvement’. Student services and programs would no
longer be offered passively. Active, dynamic outreach was needed to reach students who
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might make no gesture to find the answers that could have made a difference. This type of
program stresses the faculty’s role outside the classroom, ‘hands-on’ learning
experiences, activities and events, peer associations and small reference groups, and
on-campus employment.
They stated emphatically as their conclusion that very few solutions to this
complex problem had been identified (Beal and Noel, 1980, p 31).
Among attrition studies, many deal with the direct experience of the students who
drop out. For example, in an early study Noel pointed out four factors that seemed
significant in student attrition. These were:

1. Isolation (loneliness, depression)
2. Academic boredom (courses overlap with high school, uninspired
teaching.)
3.

Dissonance, incompatibility (dislike of environment, curriculum,

people on the campus)
4. Irrelevance (feeling “why are we here?”)
(Noel,1976, p.35)
In another study focussing on the experience of the student, Jose states that most
of the negative experiences that students suffer result from encountering a basic lack of
sensitivity (1978, pp. 57-63).

The conditions that distressed students most, he said,

were: “abrupt, discourteous, and condescending treatment, the failure of faculty
members to keep appointments with students, advisers and counselors who are
uninformed about institutional policies and procedures and unwilling to become
knowledgeable about anything but their own specialized areas and, not least,
unwillingness on the part of faculty and administration to take time to discuss student
problems and opportunities" (Jose, 1978, pp. 59-60).
The importance of recognizing that students must feel a part of the institution
they are attending should not be minimized. However, applying the notion of "fit" to the
community college student has been questioned by Waited who perceives the community

college as the only choice for students with vocational-technical goals (1981, p. 19).
The community college student is most often a commuter who has little time to devote to
extra-curricular activities.

The aspect of ‘fit’ that is most relevant to (and controllable

by) community colleges is that of staff attitude and behaviors towards students, since a
large part of the community college's role must be a nurturing one.
In summary the literature on prediction and prevention stress the following two
points: first, that there are attributes a student brings to the college experience that can
affect persistence, and second, that a student who does not feel that he or she belongs or
that his/her needs are congruent with the values of the institution will be prone to
dropout.

Synthesis Studies

Yet another body of research presents models which examine the relationships
between the background and commitment of the student and the social/academic systems
of the institution. Tinto, for instance, developed a “Theoretical Model of Dropout" to
help define the relationship between background, commitment, and dropout. His model
located variables in a student's background that could affect the student's commitment
both to the goal of college completion and to the institution itself. These variables were
family background (e.g. social status, attributes,values); individual attributes (e.g. sex,
race, ability); and pre-college schooling (e.g. grade-point average, academic and social
attainments).

Either low commitment to goals or low commitment to the institution

might lead to a student’s dropping out.
The literature on attrition consistently documents the fact that postsecondary
students who have not made a commitment to a career plan were significantly more
likely to drop out than those who have a career commitment (Hillery, 1978, p. 20).
Tinto pointed out that the higher the level of educational aspiration or career
expectation, the more likely the individual was to remain in college (1975, p. 102).

According to Spady too, survival in college is largely dependent on a "clear and realistic
set of goals and having interests that are compatible with the influences and expectations
of departmental faculty and curricula" (1970, p.72).
Second, Tinto’s model made clear that personal integration into the academic and
social domain of the institution is a result of the student's perception of the personal
benefits (e.g. academic attainment, personal satisfaction, friendships) and the personal
cost (e.g. financial, time, dissatisfactions, academic failures) of college attendance.
Integration into the academic system of the college most directly affected the student's
commitment to complete college; integration into the social system most directly affected
the student’s commitment to the institution itself. A student could drop out of a
particular institution without wishing to drop out of college.
This model offers a way to synthesize prediction and prevention theories and
helps make clear that there are two types of dropout-proneness. Students with no goal
commitment to attend college may drop out permanently; however, lack of institutional
commitment often leads to the student changing institutions rather than permanently
dropping out of higher education (Tinto, 1975, pp 94-97).

Studies on Improving the Analysis
Many attrition studies, as described above, focus on characteristics of the
individual student. One scholar has taken a different point of view. Ramist (1981)
stresses that although it may be possible to reverse some students’ inclination to leave, a
more beneficial long term strategy would be to encourage retention by upgrading the
educational services provided for students. The best retention program, he holds, is a
program of institutional renewal. By constantly adapting its programs and services, the
college can serve a greater proportion of its constituents as well as meet their changing
needs. The college’s responsiveness to the needs and interests of the people it seived may
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even help to reverse the lack of interest which Noel (1987, p.ll) cited as a major
contributor to attrition.

Eckland too (1964b) notes that lack of interest plays a very

significant role in determining the permanency of dropping out.
The need to analyze the extent of ‘negative’ attrition, (the permanent loss of
people who might have completed their studies) at an institution is a real concern. Peng
and Fetters maintain that the failure to separate permanent dropouts from stopouts or
transfers has resulted in substantial overestimations of withdrawals from higher
education (1977 pp.1-2).
The research of Lenning, Sauer, and Beal (1980b) showed that even when
retention is defined in terms of program completion or graduation at the traditional
level, there are actually six definitions of program completion that need to be
statistically discerned.
These six definitions describe students who are 1) graduating in the terms
designated for the degree or certificate offered; 2) graduating after the time designated
for the degree or certificate offered;

3) graduating at the institution of initial entry; 4)

graduating from an institution other than the one in which initially enrolled; 5)
graduating in the curricular program initially entered; and, 6) graduating in a
curricular program other than the one in which the student was initially enrolled.
The typical retention percentages reported by Lenning, Beal, and Sauer (1980a,
p. 37) for baccalaureate institutions remains at 40 percent when their definitions 1 and
3 are combined. In addition, they write that "of an original entering freshman class at a
four-year college, up to 50 percent will still be present four years later, 35 to 40
percent will have graduated at the end of four years, and 20 to 30 percent more will
graduate eventually"(1980a, p. 12). The most recent report from The Cooperative
Institutional Research Program ot UCLA based on surveys of 1981 and 1983 freshmen
reveals that the proportion of students completing a bachelor's degree within four years
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is remarkably low (31.2 percent) and that men are likely to take longer than women to
finish their degree (1987, p. 2).
Phillips too questions the idea of dealing with attrition as a unilateral concept,
maintaining that attrition should never be described as a single rate. First, he suggests
that the type(s) of attrition be identified. Next, the components of each attrition type
must be separated out so that retention efforts are directed towards the undesirable
components and not wasted on unavoidable or functional attrition (Phillips, 1982, pp.
11-12).
In another interesting study, Thurston identified three "very rough" categories of
students who did not persist. He called them the Move-Ons, the Act of God Leavers and
the Fade-Outs.

The Move-Ons may be "success stories" for the institution. This student

is often the one who comes for a very specific purpose, achieves that purpose and moves
on. The Act of God Leavers on the other hand leave because of illness or some other event
external to the institution, forces truly beyond the control of the student or the
institution. The Fade-Outs, the students who simply go away, are the ones that the
institution really failed. Colleges are often not prepared for a new type of students (e.g.
minorities, older women, prisoners, etc.) entering their programs (Thurston, 1973,
pp.

18-20).
Students withdraw from colleges for many reasons. Distinguishing the real

reason is often difficult. In light of the many and complex reasons why students leave,
Ewell contended that an institution wishing to deal with attrition must first address
three problems.

He labeled these problems the “Unit-of-Analysis Problem, the Stop-

Out’ Problem, and the Goal-Fulfillment Problem" (1984, pp. 9-10).
The essence of the ‘Unit-of-Analysis Problem', he stated, is to determine exactly
whether a given student is withdrawing from a program, an institution, or higher
education at large. The essence of the 'Stop-Out' Problem is that more and more students
have shown an enrollment pattern that involves not attending college for one or more
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terms.

The significance of the ‘Goal-Fulfillment Problem’, in Ewell’s analysis, is that

students withdraw from colleges and universities for both positive and negative reasons.
The distinctions between the different reasons for student withdrawal are significant
because only by knowing what the problem is can the institution effectively distinguish
between factors that the institution can control and those things that are beyond the
institution’s power to influence (Ewell, 1984, p. 11).
Even with careful study, the real causes for a student's departure from schooling
may remain obscured. Self-reporting is a fallible tool. Researchers have found a
marked disparity between the reasons stated by students for dropping out and the reasons
for dropping out as perceived by these same students’ counsellors (Eckland, 1964b). A
common misperception among researchers and practitioners, he also pointed out, is that
all students experience the same kinds of problems and need the same kinds of retention
programs. Ewell states that “most research has shown that the reasons for withdrawal
may be very different depending upon which sub-population of students one is talking
about. A range of retention programs, targeted at the particular needs of identified
student subpopulations, is often considerably more effective than a single general
program directed at all students ” (Ewell, 1984, p. 45).
Cohen and Brawer also rebuked four year colleges for dealing with attrition as a
single concept. They suggest that the colleges do this because the output of students is the
easiest measure of the institution's worth. When students exit prematurely, the
institution is seen as failing in its mission. "The system's problem was that it judges
itself by its output" (1970, p.52). Viewing students as input and output in this way was
offensive, the researchers said, for "it smacks of a school as a factory" (1970, p. 53).
As long as staying in school is seen as the desired end, attrition and retention research
serves little purpose, they said. The real question, regardless of whether or not the
student completes courses or programs, should have been "What did the student look like
upon entrance? What upon exit?" (Cohen and Brawer, 1970, pp. 51-53).
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Lenmng,

Saurer, and Beal (1980a) add that "colleges do many students a disfavor when they
view, and are perceived to view, dropping out as universally undesirable" (p. 98).
Further, they wrote, “To assume that retention equates with success and
attrition with failure poses hazards for any attrition study" (Lenning, Beal,and Sauer,
1980a, pp. 2-3).

Studies of Attrition and Retention at The Community Colleges
The notion of "What did the student look like upon exit" should indeed be basic to
the community college’s philosophy. Walleri contended that retention defined in terms of
achievement of personal objectives rather than in terms of graduation is "most
appropriate at the community college level since students often take courses in order to
obtain skills needed for employment rather than seeking a degree” (1981, p. 23).
Further, Walleri points out, the high percentage of part-time students at community
colleges is a reason for high attrition, since education is low on their list of priorities,
trailing family, work, and other responsibilities and obligations.
Attrition has become an accepted part of the community college experience. For
many students, the community college serves as a half-way house on the road to a fouryear college or other perceptions of a better life. The community college operates from a
different set of assumptions than the four-year college, assuming that many of its
students are in a state of transition from either a weak academic background or a life
crisis and working towards either transfer to a four-year college or toward a career. As
in any half-way house, there will be those who succeed and those who fail.
Possibly one of the most significant statements on community college attrition is
that made by Phillips in 1982. He claimed that if a community college would draw an
accurate picture of its attrition, it must begin by locating itself on a continuum from the
linear-oriented school to the cyclically-oriented school. He stated that as the
community college evolved from the junior college, two archetypal community colleges
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had developed. One of these evolved as an added step to the traditional linear educational
progression, enabling students with academic and/or financial difficulties to prepare for
transfer to a four-year program. At the other end of Phillips' continuum is the
archtypal urban community college. The students are largely part-timers and while
degree programs are offered, few students in proportion to the whole student body will
ever actually graduate. The number of students continuing from one term to the next
will also be low relative to the entire student population (pp. 3-5).

Phillips suggests

that every community college falls somewhere on this continuum and the rates and types
of attrition at a given community college are dependent upon that college’s position along
the continuum and upon factors unique to the larger community around the college
community (pp. 11-12).
A different study (Nickens, 1976) examines attrition at fifteen Florida
community colleges in relation to the students' educational objectives. Many of the
students classified as dropouts stated that they planned to return to college later, but
others in the group had planned, on entrance, to take only one or several courses and
were satisfied to attain this goal. Nickens concluded that only two percent of the students
should be classified as dropouts.
That part-time students are legitimately the leading candidates to become
attrition statistics is vouched for also by Pezzullo. In his study of 32 California
community colleges, 51 percent of the part-time students (those taking less than 12
units) enrolled at the campuses for the first time did not continue into the second
semester. Full-time students in comparison had a lower noncontinuation rate of 21
percent. Dividing the population by day and night, the non-persistence rate for daytime
students was found to be 30 percent, while the evening student rate was 56 percent
(Pezzullo, 1978, p. 2).
It seems clear that research on attrition has been concentrated heavily on the
reasons for students dropping out of traditional lour year higher education institutions.

These studies should be useful for four year institutions, since they provide educators
with insights into the personal characteristics that may make a student dropout-prone,
as well as enabling an understanding of the relevance of integration between the student s
personal attributes and the systems within the institution. By and large, however, the
literature is not useful for understanding attrition at the community college, since the
mission of the community college is not the same as the mission of the four year college.
The next chapter will begin an examination of the unique mission of the
community college by looking at its history and, will continue that examination by
studying a specific case, the history of Quinsigamond Community College.
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CHAPTER 3

TWO HISTORIES

To understand the mission of the community college, one must look first at its
background and its history. It is significant to that mission, for example, that both high
schools and colleges were antecedents of the American junior college and thus of the
community college. Further, many of the same forces that inspired the development of
the normal school or state college were at work in the development of the community
college. Among these forces were a rapidly expanding secondary school population, a
social thrust toward increasing opportunities in public education and, not least, the felt
need for a socializing agency that would help produce a stable assimilated citizenry.

The History of the Community College

The First Stage: The Junior College
The development of the two year college can be traced back to the private
academies of the 1830's, a range of institutions offering elementary, secondary and
collegiate courses in varying amounts (Palinchak, 1973, pp. 21-23).

However the

real impetus for the development of the public junior college came in the late 19th
century as educators became attracted to the concept of an upper division university
where students could specialize early. They saw the lower division (which would become
the junior college) as a 'chore' distracting the university from its real task (Fields,
1962, p. 16).
In the mid-nineteenth century, President Henry P. Tappan of the University of
i

Michigan (1825-63)

recommended the transfer of the first two years of college to the
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secondary schools (Monroe, 1972, p. 7). Echoing Tappan’s idea was William Watts
Folwel who said, at his inauguration as President of the University of Minnesota in
1869, that boys should remain at the high school under the careful guidance of tutors
and when they reached the equivalent of a sophomore they could seek admission to the
university and "there enter upon the work of a man" (Folwell, 1909). Neither Tappan
nor Folwell succeeded in actually eliminating the lower division. It would remain for
President William Rainey Harper of the University of Chicago to accomplish this.
President Harper in 1892 created two major divisions in the University of
Chicago, the "Academic College" and the "University College". In 1896, these names
were changed to "Junior College" and "Senior College" (Fields, 1962, pp. 18-19). This
was an attempt to emulate the German university system where the early preparatory
college years were separated from the later more rigorous years (Monroe, 1972,p. 7).
It is interesting to note that "Harper's proposal...stemmed from a concern to strengthen
the university by assuring a supply of mature and purposive students" (Gleazer, 1968,
p. 5).
Harper in a July 10, 1900 address to the National Educational Association in
Charleston, South Carolina, referred to the junior college "as a desirable innovation
since it would extend the four year high school to include the first two years of college
(Monroe, 1972, p. 8). Besides extending the high school by two years, Harper
suggested, weak four year colleges could be reduced to two years and serve as junior
colleges or feeder schools to the university (Monroe, 1972, p. 9). Harper was not alone
in this endeavor. At the University of California in 1892, an English professor named
Alexis F. Lange had advocated that the first two years of the University belonged to
secondary schools. There was even a feeling in some quarters that as high schools
extended themselves upwards to do the work of the lower division, the four year college
would be made obsolete (Rudolph, 1962, p. 443). "It is a fact - that the difference
between the first two years of college and the high school is one of degree only and has
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never been anything else" (Lange, cited in Spindt, p. 50). When Lange became dean of
the School of Education at the University of California in 1906, he exercised
considerable influence on the development of the junior college as a part of the public
school system of California.
The first public junior college seems to have been started in Joliet, Illinois in
1901 or 1902.

It was established, significantly, by the Joliet Township High School

Board of Education. President Harper had encouraged the authorities in Joliet to offer
two years of classwork beyond the high school. Students who successfully completed this
work could be accepted by the University of Chicago in its senior college. This action,
according to Gleazer, signaled the organized beginnings of the public junior college
(Gleazer, 1968, p. 11).
In 1907, the State Legislature of California passed an Act authorizing the Board
of Trustees of any city, district, union, joint union or county high school to prescribe
postgraduate courses of study for the graduates of its high school or other high schools
(Fields, 1962, p.27).

By 1910 the first public junior college in California had been

founded in Fresno.
Between them, Harper in the Midwest and Lange in the Far West, for a period of
some thirty years furnished a good deal of the stimulus for the development of the new
junior college movement.
As for Massachusetts, even though there were recommendations by the early 20's
for the establishment of public junior colleges in Massachusetts, the "old established
colleges" constituted a deterrent to their development, and none were founded until the
1940’s (Salwak, 1952).

By 1921 however, there were 207 junior colleges in the rest

of the United States of which 70 were public (Eells, 1940, p.3).

Public junior colleges

in high school districts were found not only in California and Illinois but also in
Michigan (1914), Minnesota (1915), Kansas (1917), Iowa (1918), Missouri
(1915) and Texas (1920).
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In 1922, the newly formed American Association of Junior Colleges defined the
junior college as "an institution offering two years of instruction of strictly collegiate
grade (Eells, 1940, p.3). Thus, by the 20's, the junior college was no longer regarded
just as an upper level high school, as Lange had characterized it (Kemp, 1930, p. 190).
On March 16,1921, the National Conference Committee on Standards of Colleges adopted
a report stating that: “the junior college is an institution covering the first two years of
a standard college course ... The method of instruction should be collegiate rather than
secondary” (National Conference Committee Standards of Colleges and Secondary Schools,
1921).

The Rapid Growth of The Junior College
The prosperity of the 1920’s made possible a sensational increase of enrolled
students at the secondary level and a strong desire to expand the nation's opportunities
for higher education. The number of junior colleges tripled during this period (Wish,
1955, p. 313). Another factor which would have its effects on the junior college was
the Smith-Hughes Act of 1917 expanding vocational education in the public schools
(Wish, 1955, p. 313). By 1925, the American Association of Junior Colleges had
significantly expanded its 1922 definition as follows:

The junior college may, and is likely to develop a different type of
curriculum suited to the larger and ever-changing civic, social,
religious and vocational needs of the entire community in which the
college is located.
(Eells, 1940, p.3)
Hill states that the growth of terminal courses and programs in the junior
colleges increased from 100 in 1921, to 400 in 1925, lo 1600 by 1930 and to over
4000 by 1941 (Hill, 1942, pp. 311-313).

During the 1920's and 30's the conviction

grew that not all college graduates needed to be scholars in the humanities. Trained and
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able technologically trained career people were also needed. By 1935, approximately
65 percent of the population aged 14 to 18 were attending school. The American Youth
Commission at that time reported, • The old secondary education which stressed the
selective and college preparatory functions is no longer suited to modern conditions"
(Rainey, 1937, p. 4).

Purpose of Junior College Curriculum
By 1930 in a survey of the literature on junior colleges, Campbill found four
major categories of purpose identified: preparatory (for further collegiate study),
terminal occupational training, democratization of higher education, and popularizing
higher education (Campbill, 1930).

In contrast junior colleges were being warned at

the same time that “If the junior college is to be really collegiate, it cannot allow itself
to become merely a vocational institution” (Snyder, 1933, pp. 236-37).
Academicians, like Robert Hutchins of the University of Chicago, were attacking
college curriculums for their exaggerated vocationalism and narrow factualism
(Hutchins, 1936, pp. 33-58).

But powerful social phenomena --the depression and

widespread unemployment -- continued to encourage the spread of occupational
education. By 1940, the American Association of Junior Colleges had received grant
monies to finance a series of exploratory studies on the possibility of terminal education
programs at the junior college level. Having formal education end at the 14th grade was
now a publically acceptable fact (Thornton, 1966,pp. 52-53).
It is interesting to note that the American Federation of Labor at its 1943
convention adopted a resolution which stated that it favored the junior college as a means
of offering opportunity for higher education to all young people of this nation and it
promoted the establishment of such facilities (Palinchak, 1973, p. 31).
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The Second Stage: The Community College
Social changes in the post-war 1940's brought new demands. The rapid growth
of the public community college in the period after 1945 has been attributed to "a body
of parents and citizens who aspired to have their children enjoy the fulfillment of a
dream for a college education but were financially unable to afford the luxury of an
education at a private college or a state university" (Monroe, 1972, p. 13).
Acting upon the recommendations of a Legislative Commission created in 1943,
the Massachusetts Legislature passed an Act in 1948 permitting school committees to
plan a course of instruction beyond the regular high school program. Such a plan had to
be approved in writing by the state's Department of Education, but then could be
maintained on the junior college level with public funds appropriated for that purpose
(House No. 2850, 1957, pp. 6-7).
On the national level, President Truman formed a Commission to study higher
education. This Commission, headed by George Zook, recommended that tuition-free
community colleges be expanded and education through the 14th grade be made available
in the same way as high school education was available (President’s Commission on
Higher Education, 1947). Not everyone saw this as an enlightened recommendation.
Robert Hutchins, for one, stated that "far from being widely needed, the two year college
disrupts the educational system" (Hutchins, 1947).
In the late 40’s, a Special Commission in Massachusetts was established to study
the problems facing education in the state.

In February 1950, it reported that "the two-

year college is about as widely needed today as the four year high school was a few
decades ago" (House No. 2324, 1950). This interest in expanding the two year public
college had been ongoing since the Depression. In 1933 the public junior colleges had
been only 42 percent of the two year colleges in existence and the private schools
accounted for the remaining 58 percent but by 1956 these numbers were reversed
(Cohen, 1969, p. xv).
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The community college, filling a different niche than its first version, the
traditional junior college, was becoming the more popular form of the two year public
college. As one commentator described it:

The community college is not a junior college -- it is more.
Designed to provide educational services to all people, not just the
academically fit, this institution operates in the public interest with an
equal access philosophy (Palinchak, 1973, pp. 2-3).

Development of The Massachusetts Community College
In 1956, a special commission reported again that there was a great need for a
community college system in Massachusetts (House No. 2850, p. 7). The University of
Massachusetts supported this view with a position paper in 1957 describing the need for
a community college with three functions, as follows:

1. Two year terminal vocational and specialized courses leading
towards associate certificates upon completion.
2. Two-year feeder programs both general and specialized
designed to allow young people to complete the first two years of college or
university work in their own community and then transfer out of an
accredited program into the state university or other universities or
colleges. (This will require recognition and accreditation
through an accepted university program).
3. Adult education, both general and specialized, designed to
advance and upgrade people from 20 to 80 in their field of
interest, vocation or avocation.
(Massachusetts House No. 2850, p. 21)
Very aware of the need to address the problem of community colleges, Governor
Furcolo, in his annual message of January 1, 1958, called attention to the fact that the
state's system of higher education suffered from the lack of an organized plan for twoyear college education (Medsker, 1960, p.238). In July of that same year, Governor
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Furcolo stated in a message to the senate that "a system of regional community colleges is
essential if Massachusetts is to meet the educational crisis " (Furcolo, 1958, p. 14). He
went on to recommend "the immediate establishment of The Massachusetts Board of
Regional Community Colleges" (Furcolo, 1958, p. 22).
Acting on their own findings and the Governor's recommendation, the
Massachusetts legislature in 1958 established The Massachusetts Board of Regional
Community Colleges.
By the 1960's, the community college was defined as the American institution of
higher education which believed "that nearly all men are educable" (Thornton, 1966, p.
37). It was looked on as the institution to which an individual could go and develop those
skills necessary for a career.
In the 1960's, the nation was faced by a number of problems that impinged on the
world of higher education. First, the baby boom that followed World War II required
that higher education facilities be doubled between 1965 - 1980 if these children were
going to be accommodated. As Thornton stated,".. .in effect, America must build as many
college facilities between 1965 and 1980 as had been built between the landing of the
pilgrims and 1965" (Thornton, 1966, p. 8).
Second, many able young men and women were not going beyond high school
because of financial considerations (Havighurst and Rodgers, 1952).

Further, Thornton

estimated that 40% of the ablest one-fourth of American students entered college but did
not graduate (Thornton, 1966, p. 10). Increasingly, America was seeing the need for
low cost community colleges which would be available to local students and would offer
needed and desired career programs.
Third, Myran pointed out in the late sixties that the mission of the community
college needed to be broadened in order to meet social problems: technological
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displacement, race discrimination, and the growing poverty in the cities (Myran, i969,
p.3). Palinchak provides evidence that the community college had already openly
dedicated itself to correcting the racial imbalance in higher education (Palinchak, 1972,
pp. 130-135).

In this socially turbulent environment the Massachusetts community

colleges came into existence. Berkshire Community College, Massachusetts’ first,
opened its doors in Pittsfield in September 1960. As its first president, Thomas E.
O'Connell, recalled

In September of 1960, I found myself running an educational
bedlam... It consisted of 150 students of college age and older
assembled on the fourth floor of an old, once-deserted, school
building... We had not a single book in our "library", almost no
laboratory equipment, and the confidence of only a precious few local
townspeople...
(O'Connell, 1968, p. 1)
O'Connell, however, was optimistic about the potential of the community college.
He claimed that Alvin E. Eurich of the Ford Foundation had even envisioned that by the
year 2000 there might not be any need for four year colleges. O'Connell was convinced
that community colleges would grow and prosper because they were cheaper to operate
(O’Connell, 1968, p.25).
In 1970, the Carnegie Commission predicted that by 1980, 35 to 40 percent of
all undergraduates would be enrolled in community colleges and by the year 2000, 40 to
45 percent would be enrolled in community colleges (Carnegie Commission on Higher
Education, 1970, p. 51). As history was to prove, these predictions were conservative.
Figures in 1982 showed that community colleges enrolled 53 percent of all freshmen
and sophomores in the country (Maeroff, 1982, p.1). To meet the challenge of this
estimated growth, Massachusetts in the early 70's added three more community colleges,
producing a total of fifteen across the state.
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The Open Door Controversy
A most controversial issue for some was the open door philosophy of the
community college. In Ohio, their Board of Regents took issue with the law that
obligated public universities to admit every graduate from high school stating:

An open-door policy to Ohio's public universities can result only in the
admission of innumerable youth destined to fail or else the reduction of a
four year degree to a meaningless piece of paper.
(Gleazer, 1973, pp. 188-189)
One has only to read current commentaries on the open door function of
community colleges to see that there is still much skepticism (Watkins, 1982, pp. 1 &
8). The openness of the community college has produced criticism from liberals as well
as conservatives. To the liberal, the open door has been marked by undelivered promises
and is characterized as producing a 'cooling-out' process. For some of these liberal
critics, there lurks behind the community college mission a capitalist desire to "train a
para-professional work force at public expense for the private profit of local industry"
(Johnston, 1980, p. 45). On the other hand, some conservatives believed that the open
door represented a decline, even a debasement, in the standards of higher education
(Palinchak, 1973, p. 149). Some questioned whether it was even right to propose that
"everyone ought to have a chance to go to the university” (Lasch, 1979, p. 222 ).
However, along with the critics came the staunch defenders of the community
college concept who perceived that it had become "the twentieth century land-grant
institution" (Clark, 1980, p. 28). To be charged with having multiple and varied goals
was to the defenders to be charged with being democratic and open. This was no criticism
at all (Clark, 1980, p. 28).

In the defenders' view, the graduation criteria used to

judge the success of the four year college was not appropriate for the community college.
A large proportion of community college students were first generation college students
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seeking to improve their social and economic status; to achieve this, graduation was not
always the necessary objective.
The public has generally defended and understood the community college s role,
making it truly a people’s college. Robb writes that "Community junior colleges are
developing the best ’grass roots’ linkage and ultimately the strongest political support of
any post secondary institution" (Robb, 1972, pp. 17-19).

In addition, Palinchak has

stated that community colleges “mirror the community” in which each is located and
have changed the emphasis in higher education “from being overly concerned about
where students go to a concern with conditions from which they come. With the premise
that each individual should be given a chance to develop equality, identity, and selfworth, the college strives to operate with an open door philosophy” (Palinchak, 1973,
pp.

251-252).

Factors Favoring Community College Growth
Besides the strong grass roots support for community colleges developed as they
entered the 1980’s, a number of other factors are currently working for them.

First,

college enrollment rates of older Americans are increasing (Magarrell, 1981, p. 3).
The 1990 enrollment population of students aged 25 through 64 has been projected to
increase by 939,000 from 1979 figures while the enrollment of the 14 to 24 age group
is expected to decline by 803,000 (Magarrell, 1981, p. 3). The community college
ought to benefit from this trend since "no institution is better suited to serve this
market than the community college (Paresky, 1981).

James Martin, former

chairperson of the Massachusetts Board of Regents, said "the community college
system...can accomplish more tangible things...than any other part of the system"
(Polidori, 1982, p. 12).
In Massachusetts, fifteen community colleges have been established since 1958.
Since understanding the developmental history of one of these colleges is helpful in
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understanding the institution of the community college as a whole, the next section of
this study reviews the history of Quinsigamond Community College in Massachusetts.

Quinsioamond Community College
Quinsigamond Community College was established on December 15, 1961, a year
after the Worcester Chamber of Commerce had made application to the Massachusetts
Board of Regional Community Colleges. However, it was not until February 1, 1963 that
the first president, Paul G. Prues, began his duties. The college officially opened its
doors in the fall of 1963 with three hundred and fifty students, eighteen faculty and a
temporary home at Holy Cross College. The Holy Cross campus served as the base of
operations for the first academic year since the site selected for the college on Belmont
Hill could not be completed until the fall of 1964. On August 31, 1964, Quinsigamond
moved into its newly renovated quarters (two buildings and eight acres) at 251 Belmont
Street in Worcester. The educational facilities consisted of 12 classrooms each seating
30 to 50 students, 1 lecture hall seating 140 students and 9 laboratories. The library
was built to accommodate 22,000 volumes but by the fall of 1967 it had only 12,255
volumes. The enrollment during these beginning years, as shown below, showed a steady
increase with the interesting twist that males outnumbered females:

Table 1

Early enrollments at Quinsigamond

Year

Term 1 (Male/Female)

Term ll(Male/Female)

1963-64

268

180/88

193

125/68

1964-65

552

328/224

474

284/190

1965-66

747

466/281

634

274/360

From 1964 to 1966 Quinsigamond offered two transfer programs (Liberal Arts
and Business Administration) and two terminal programs (Secretarial and Engineering).
In 1966, Engineering was added to the transfer programs and General Studies, Business
and Nursing were added to the terminal programs.

Objectives of Quinsigamond
The objectives of the college at this time were worded as follows:

1. To provide high-quality, low cost education for qualified high school
graduates who wish to complete two years of college on a commuting basis.
2. To provide two years of liberal arts education for students who
plan to transfer to four-year institutions for their last two years
of college.
3. To provide general, semi-professional and technical educationfor
students who wish to pursue two-year career programs.
4. To provide students with the opportunity for the development of social
maturity through a well-balanced program of student activities.
5. To provide students with comprehensive services in academic and
personal counseling, occupational guidance, job placement.
6. To provide opportunities for continuing education for adults
residing in the area served by Quinsigamond Community College.
(Evaluation Report. 1967, P. 11-1)
As this statement shows, the original objectives clearly distinguished between
the two types of missions identified earlier in this study: the college transfer mission
described in the second objective above, and the college career mission described in the
third objective. And these public objectives made very clear that this college was not
going to be a college or a junior college in the traditional sense; instead, it was already
an eclectic post-secondary institution.
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During the late 60's, the programs at the college continued to grow. The 1969
Catalog listed under the categories of Career and Transfer the following programs:
Transfer Programs
Associate in Arts
Liberal Arts and Science
Associate in Science
Basic Engineering
Business Administration
Accounting
Management
Executive Secretarial
Career Programs
Associate in Arts
General Studies
Associate in Science
Business Administration
Accounting
Management
General
Industrial
Retail
Civil Technology
Data Processing
Early Childhood Education
Electronic Technology
Engineering Technology
Environmental Health
Executive Secretarial
Fire Science
Law Enforcement
Nursing
Office Assistant

Quinsigamond’s Students
By 1978, the student body had grown considerably and, looked at demographically, resembled today's student. The enrollment of the day college in the late 70's
consisted of 2,054 students. Women outnumbered men students (57% women and 43%
men) and the median age for all students was 19 years for full time day students and 23
years for part-time day students. Over three-fifths of Quinsigamond Community College
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students’ fathers had no postsecondary education, nor did 70% of their mothers. The
mean income level of their families was $13,874 for full time day students and
$14,797 for part-time students (A., Comprehensive Seif-Et..Hy Rpr^n 1978i p 44)
Today, 1989, the college has grown to approximately 2300 day students and 94
full time faculty. Knowing who and what these students are is crucial to understanding
Quinsigamond and its function in the community.

During the August 1984 and 1985

orientation program, all students attending were asked to participate in The Conppratix/p

institutional Research Program Survey.

The resulting profile of the student body

showed that Quinsigamond's students:

1. Were mainly C+/ B students in high school.
2. Ranked in the middle to second 20% of their high school class.
3. Had parental incomes in the $20-35 thousand income group.
4. 10.6% in '84 and 12.4% in '85 had fathers with a college degree;
8.4%

in'84 and 7.7% in '85 had mothers with a college

degree.

5. 43.5% of the '84 respondents and 36.5% of the '85 respondents
planned to go on for their masters.
From the same survey, the most frequent reasons these students gave for coming
to Quinsigamond were :

"The College has a good reputation."
"This college has a low tuition."
"I can live at home while coming here."
(A Comprehensive Self Study Report 1978, p. 44)

Program Evolution at Quinsigamond
In response to the needs of its student community, Quinsigamond developed more
offerings.

By 1978, the college offered five transfer programs and fourteen terminal

career programs. In the same year, the college also instituted a Special Services
division as part of a Title IV grant. Its purpose was to aid in the retention of first
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generation college students, academically or financially deprived students, and
physically disabled students.
By January 1981, Quinsigamond had expanded this affective function called
Special Services by establishing the Displaced Homemakers Program with funding
through the Bay State Skills Corporation. The purpose of this program was to provide
transitional social services and educational programs for persons over 35, who, because
of specific adverse circumstances, would have to enter the job market. In its first year
of operation, the program processed more than 750 eligible clients and placed 325 in
jobs, educational or skill-training programs.
The disadvantaged learner has always been a concern of the community
colleges, and by the mid 1980's, Quinsigamond had developed Certificate
Programs in Health, Business and Technology to address the needs of such
learners. Admission to these programs was open to students reading at the 7th
grade level. These programs were developed to encourage students interested in a
business, health or technology career to begin preparing for that career by
developing the competencies needed to succeed in the Associate Degree Career
Programs. The learning outcomes outlined for these certificate programs were:

• Mastery of a level of expository writing necessary to begin
professional studies.
• Ability to clearly communicate orally to a group on a topic related to a
professional discipline.
• Grasp of basic mathematical concepts and functions to the level
necessary for further professional study.
• Ability to read, study, and analyze independently papers and
textbooks normally used in professional-level courses.
• Overview of the scope and content of a professional career related to
health, business, or technology.
• Increased understanding of the student’s own professional goals and
aptitudes.
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• Sufficient experience with the content of a particular field of study to
enable the student to decide whether he/she wishes to pursue further
professional study in that field.

lSloan’ BgVISIQn to certificates in Health. Technology, and
December 11, 1986]
Additionally, the college created a Women’s Re-Entry Program designed to serve
women who did not think they could go to college by giving them an educational
environment that would encourage learning, self-awareness, and growth. It defines itself
as a place where adult women can gather "to share common interests as well as to help
each other toward continued success" (Women Re-Entry Program

1989, Quinsigamond

Community College Brochure).
Clearly, students who enter a certificate program or programs such as Women’s
Re-Entry are high risk students who are being given a chance. Success is not
guaranteed but through tutoring, counselling and support services, it is hoped that the
student will make it. However it is understood that some will not. In other words,
attrition is built in.

As this example illustrates, attrition at a community college can

only be correctly diagnosed by understanding the differences between programs and the
differences among the types of students found within those programs.
To summarize, Quinsigamond Community College was designed as a place of
increased opportunity for the less-privileged.

To make that opportunity real, three

kinds of programs have been developed at Quinsigamond, as at most other community
colleges: transfer programs, career programs and affective development programs.
Students stay or leave for a variety of reasons, not least of which may be the
accomplishment of a particular personal goal such as moving on to another school,
getting a job, or acquiring realistic self-confidence.
The mission of the community college and the missions of the sub-structures of
that institution unfold over time. The next chapter will discuss the mission of the
community college at its present stage of evolution. This mission, evolving from the
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concept of comprehensiveness of the American high school, is not simply focussed on the
traditional preparing of students for degrees, but also, quite clearly, on the affective
development of the person. Trying to refine this mission beyond offering an'open door'
for self-improvement is the major challenge facing the community college as each
institution works out the implications of that open door. Complicating that challenge is
the fact, as will be demonstrated in the next chapter, that this mission is generally not
understood by educational writers and scholars. Because of their failure, or refusal, to
recognize the unique mission of the community college, the critics of the community
college also misunderstand the significance of its attrition statistics .

CHAPTER 4

This chapter will examine the central mission of the community college,
analyzing first the impact of its history and then utilising programs at Quinsigamond to
illustrate the three quite different subsets of missions of these typical community
college programs.
influences on the Community College
The community college movement’s history, reviewed summarily in Chapter
Two, shows a powerful parallel between the role of the community college and that of the
comprehensive high school. In the eyes of the Commission on Reorganization of
Secondary Education which issued the famous Seven Cardinal Principles of Secondary

Education in 1918, the role of education was to meet 'all of the needs of all the children
of all of the people' (Clark, 1972, p. 156). On the high schools specifically, Clark et al.
wrote, “It may be that the central purpose of American education should not be
intellectual after all. As the schools entered the 1970's, there was a great deal of
pressure to place increased emphasis on the affective and social aspects of education"
(Clark, 1972, p. 158).
The influence of the American high school on the community college curriculum
"is abundant" (Reynolds, 1969, p. 152).

As Blocker wrote, “the comprehensive

community college reflects the pattern of the comprehensive secondary school and in
some instances, is simply an upward extension of secondary education into the thirteenth
and fourteenth years” (Blocker, et al. 1965, pp. 42-43).
From an historical perspective, the roots of the community college can certainly
be found in the high school since the junior college was originally an upper extension of
the high school.

Koos (1924) and Proctor (1923) recommended in the 1920's that the

junior college pattern should be part of a 6-4-4 pattern within the public schools and
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Koos also recommended that the last 4 year period be identified as "senior high school"
or "junior college"(Palinchak, 1973, p. 43).

In a later study, Koos pointed out that

two-thirds of all the junior colleges had some relationship with a local high school
(1944).
The community college movement received a strong endorsement with the coming
of the post-war period and the advocacy of education through the14th grade by President
Truman's Commission of Higher Education (Palinchak, 1973, p. 55). This, along with
the demand from returning veterans for more education, spurred the movement for
universal education. Palinchak states that many saw the automatic upward extension of
high school to the 13th and 14th grade as the means to provide equal opportunity for
universal education (Palinchak, 1973, p. 55). As late as the early seventies one
scholar felt that the 6-4-4 plan reflected the trend of the times since he saw the
associate degree replacing the high school diploma as the minimum educational credential
(Gillie,

1970).
The modern day secondary school, it is clear, has become an all-inclusive

institution offering programs that deal with many social needs such as special needs,
children, compensatory education and bi-lingual education. This institution is not based
on a traditional educational model so much as it is an evolution in reaction to social
demands. In many instances programs were developed because school boards were
reacting to social problems or court mandates.
Not surprisingly, one can see the same forces of openness and social commitment
that structured the functions of the public high school at work in structuring the
community college and its functions.

Thornton describes the functions of the community

college, as distinct from its mission, under two headings: developmental functions and
preparatory functions. According to Thornton (1972, p. 63) the developmental
functions are those activities that lead to the desired changes in the students (e.g.
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improved reading skills) while the preparatory functions are those activities that
achieved certain desired results (e.g. transfer, job placement, or advanced study).
The promoters of the community college, like the promoters of the
comprehensive high school, did not believe that the post ‘50’s society needed only
academic aptitude. They envisioned establishing a unique institution which would
cultivate the diversity of individual talents. They believed that if these individual
talents were cultivated, the individual’s status as well as the society could be improved.
Thus, with a missionary zeal, the community college opened its doors during the 60's and
70s and "have allowed all the plural riches of humanity to flow in" (Collins, 1972, p.
12). In Collins’ words, a marginal student "begins with doubts, sinks to depression, and
then stops trying in areas where he experiences little, if any, success" (1972, p. 18).
The belief of the community college in contrast was that these students' dignity could be
restored by having them experience and achieve success.
Thus, one can see that many of the same concerns that were present in the
development of the comprehensive high school were also having an effect on the
development of the community college. Nevertheless there is not yet a generally accepted
understanding of the central mission of the community college. Palinchak identified this
problem when he wrote, “The greatest problem that has contributed to the irregular
development of the community college is a lack of correct information on the idea or
essence of this institution. Misinformation is evident at all levels... “(p.90).

The Quinsioamond Example
Once again, it is helpful to look at a particular example. An analysis of the
mission statements of Quinsigamond Community College for the last twenty-five years
shows that helping the individual improve his/her self-image and develop positive social
values was often emphasized in those mission statements as a singularly important goal
for the college. The college saw itself as an agency of social change and opportunity. It is
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interesting to note how the focus of the statement changes in time from "young people" to
"adult citizens" and how the institution came to recognize itself as having three distinct
missions during those years -• transfer, career preparation and affective development.
Sections of the following passages from Quinsigamond’s catalogs over the years have been
underlined by this writer to bring out both the foci and the changes in statements which
reflect changes in perceptions and beliefs concerning the mission of this particular
community college.

. . . The college will be characterized by a genuine interest in its students on as
highly a personalized basis as personnel and facilities permit. We are convinced that the
yonnn

people who are privileged to avail themselves of the benefits of higher

education

today are destined, in years ahead, to assume roles of leadership in business, industry

number of semester
The conscious development of a

and professions. This being the case, the acquisition of a certain
hours
social

of satisfactory academic credit is not enough.

maturity, integrity and a sound code of ethics are additional expectations which the

College holds for its students. These are the qualities which mark a student as a truly
educated person and wholly worthy of the stamp of approval of the College in the form of
its degree.

(General Catalog No. 1, 1963)

Quinsigamond Community College
students - changes in their hahavior. values,

seeKa to

engender appropriate Changes m its

attitudes, and

MfiiS-- in order t0

and'thereby assist them to live personally satisfying and socially useful lives. (Catalog
No. 5, 1967-68)

Students of Quinsigamond Community College are mature.„responsible VOilDfl
rn anH women. The College encourages student representatives to assist in making of
policy and solicit suggestions for improvement from the student body. In add,non, the
College trusts that its young people will conduct themselves in the classroom and tn the
community as m~n

women of oood

nrnml rtinnm n">1

high .deals^cataiog.

1971-72)
---

was changed to
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in the Catalog of 1975/76.

... Quinsigamond is an exciting community college - ideally suited to dealing
with every level of student - the under-achiever, the marginal student, and the
academically prepared, high school graduate. Quinsioamonrt offers 0DDnrt„nitipc ann
advantages not found in traditional four-year colleges and universities: to those who aro

loJhose who are seeking a professional rarppr an
opportunity to realize their ambition; to the homemaker whose busy schedule does not
without great risk of time and money;

allow a full-time program,

earning some credits until she ran attend fninimp-

to the college graduate, the opportunity to return to refresh himself; to the university
bound student who cannot afford the high costs of a four-year institution,the option of
postponing these costs by attending a two-year, low cost, commuter college; and to the

disadvantaged and handicapped Student, the preparation to share in the

quality

of lifp that

education alone can provide. These are the students who attend Quinsigamond.... While
Quinsigamond has an excellent record in job placement and in transferring students to
four year colleges and universities, our record is equally enviable with the work it has
accomplished in restoring self-esteem to those whose self-concept is predicated on
failure - a concept that has been strongly reinforced by life itself. These are our
students, and we, as a community college, are dedicated to their ambitions, dreams, and
hopes for a full and meaningful life.

(Catalog 1978/80)

. . . Quinsigamond Community College is a two-year, degree granting, public
institution of higher education which is dedicated to enriching the lives of its students
and the communities in which they live and work... As a comprehensive Community
College, Quinsigamond’s courses and programs are designed to meet a variety of
individual as well as community needs. The College's general education program
provides the broad foundation necessary for further study at four-year colleges and
universities. Career Programs prepare Quinsigamond's graduates for positions in
business, industry, community agencies, and the health fields. In addition, the College's
Developmental Education and Outreach Programs offer educational opportunities to non,:
traditional students with special needs. . .. Working men and women who wish to
continue their education through part-time study can do so at Quinsigamond's Center for
Lifelong Learning. .. Quinsigamond Community College is committed to responding to
individual and community needs by providing a broad range of programs, quality
instruction, and accessibility to higher education to students of all ages and backgrounds.
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the
College is demonstrating its beliefs that well-educated and responsible citizens are
important assets to the community.

(Catalog, 1981-83)

Quinsigamond Community College, one of twenty-seven colleges and
universities in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts' system of public higher education,
is committed to providing opportunities to meet the diverse educational needs of adult
citizens in the Commonwealth. These opportunities are offered in the belief that an open,
stimulating, and supportive environment is essential to individual development.
Quinsigamond strives to achieve such an environment by development of programs,
services, and policies for the College that seek to reduce social, psychological,
geographic, and financial barriers to learning. As a two-year associate degree granting,
public college..., Quinsigamond Community College is further committed to providing
unique opportunities specifically created to enhance the economic and social well-being
of the Greater Worcester/Central Massachusetts region... Quinsinamond Community
College endeavors to meet the region's educational needs through a comprehensive
program of transfer, career, and special needs courses and programs... (Catalog, 198485)

. . . Opportunity. A chance for progress or change. For twenty-five years,
Quinsigamond Community College has provided opportunities for a first-rate educational
and personal growth to thousands of area men and women.

Opportunities to prepare for

immediate entry into a career field. Opportunities to transfer to bachelor's level
programs at four-vear colleges and universities. And opportunities for personal and
cultural enrichment. We’ve provided the opportunities. Our students have made them
work.

(Catalog, 1987-1989)

From the underlined words and phrases , it is clear that by time of the 1981-83
Catalog, Quinsigamond had identified its three program missions - transfer programs,
career programs and developmental programs.

Beyond this it is also clear that from the

first (1963) statement Quinsigamond has seen itself as having a mission to nurture all
its people, and that the three program missions are techniques evolved to provide the
nurturance that seemed most needed, both by the society and by the students.
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Ihe Onaoino Dilemma
If the mission of the community college is not simply preparing students for
degrees, are community colleges primarily social service agencies or are they
educational institutions? Can they be both? What is the real mission of the community
college? A helpful response comes from Cohen and Brawer who see the community
college as in fact a nontraditional institution of higher education. Community colleges,
they write, do not carry on the traditional functions of higher education, providing
students with new value structures and furthering the frontiers of knowledge.
Community colleges, in their opinion, do not even follow their own traditions because
they frequently change their programs and clients. Further they conclude that the
community college is a truly American institution because it has a pioneering nature,
does not rest on what has been done before, and accepts and acts on the American ideal
that society can be made better and individuals can improve their lot (1982, p. 28).
A real problem facing community colleges has been to clarify their mission for
public consumption. It has often appeared that their mission drifted in whatever
direction the social winds were blowing. When society desired more access to education,
community colleges were founded to meet that need, to open the door to new populations.
When a community was faced by a particular social problem, the local community
college was often asked to develop programs that would provide an educational solution to
that problem. Current examples of these responses are such programs as Displaced
Homemakers and Outreach Programs for Disadvantaged Students.
The appearance of bending to the social wind has caused critics such as Zwerling
to warn that community colleges are in danger of defining their mission in terms of
enrollment patterns. Zwerling stated that such a response would represent more "a
capitulation to success than a vision of institutional purpose" (1980, p. 95). Cohen and
Brawer countered the criticism: "Community colleges have suffered less from goal
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displacement...They had less to displace; their goals were to serve the people with
whatever the people wanted. Standing outside the tradition, they offered access" (1982,
P. 22).
In reality, open admission policies and programs give general access to higher
education without, of course, offering any guarantee of academic success. When the doors
are open to everyone, high attrition rates are an inevitable outcome. Even though initial
entry is open, academic degree and course requirements restricted success to those who
can achieve academically.
The community college has to struggle continually with refining the definition of
its mission beyond the general concept of providing access and opportunity. There has
been what some authors have called "a mission blur". The community college's apparent
commitment to be all things to all people has been described as resulting in an
institutional identity crisis (Cordova and Martens, 1986, p. 60), from which
Quinsigamond Community College has not been free.
Quinsigamond stated its overall mission based on the general philosophy of open
access thus;

The mission of Quinsigamond Community College is to provide continued

broad

access to college programs and the preparation necessary to succeed in these
programs to students lacking the economic and educational advantages of
"traditional" college students. (Sloan, Memo, 1986).
However, the writer, then the Academic Dean at the College, also simultaneously
stressed the importance of academic standards :

The College must continue to ensure that academic standards are carefully
monitored and maintained in all its programs so that at the point of degree
conferral the student had developed the skills required for entrance to a specified
profession and the intellectual abilities expected of an educated person (Sloan,
Memo, 1986).
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These statements manifest conflicting views of the institutional mission of the
community college. Is the mission primarily to provide access? How can standards be
maintained in such an environment?

Three Separate Missions nnHer nnP
While the community college has traditionally emphasized open education and
equal educational opportunity, open access is not its sole mission. The community
college is made of up of some very distinct programs with their own specialized missions
for servicing different populations. At Quinsigamond, for instance, some of the
programs (e.g. nursing) have demanding entrance criteria and waiting lists for
candidates based on qualifications, while other programs (e.g. liberal arts) are eclectic
or even chameleon, serving a variety of student needs.
The Quinsigamond programs fall easily into the three categories of missions,
mentioned in the last chapter and defined summarily in the paragraphs below. Following
these short descriptions is a more lengthy consideration of each of the missions including
a discussion of ‘attrition’ within that mission’s programs.
Programs that prepare individuals for a particular career. These programs are
vocationally oriented and have as their goal the training of individuals for a career.
Students entering these programs usually have an aspiration for a career and a desire
for training so that they can achieve employment in that career. These programs point
to what shall be called here the career mission.
Programs that reach out to the community. These programs encourage
individuals who are doubtful of their chance of success to enroll in courses that offer the
support services they need to achieve success.

Programs which mainly focus on helping

the student improve their own self-image are a distinct part of the community college's
offerings and this writer classifies them as the affective development mission.
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Programs that prepare individuals for transfer to a four year m^n.These
programs are designed to duplicate the first two years of a four year college. Students
entering these programs usually aspire to transfer to a four-year college. These
programs constitute the transfer preparatory mission.

The Career Mission
Historically, the community college developed as a result of the increasingly
vocational role of the junior colleges and the demands of post-war citizens and returning
veterans for comprehensive two year colleges to provide career oriented higher
education (Palinchak, 1973, pp. 75 - 76).

In addition, the national and the state

governments felt that there existed a need for developing public junior colleges or
community colleges with vocational offerings (Palinchak, 1973, pp.165-179).

Some

academicians did not consider the vocational role a proper role for a "college"
(Hutchins, 1978, p. 47).

Practicality rather than enrichment was the purpose of such

education. Pre-requisite learning was judged on the basis of how well it prepared the
individual to enter the selected training program. Success was judged by how many
participants secured positions within the selected career area or passed the qualifying
examinations.
The career mission was a far cry from Hutchin's concept of what education
should be. "The aim of education is to connect man with man, to connect the present with
the past, and to advance the thinking of the race” (Hutchins, 1978, p. 71). This mission
focused on training the student to do something. Career training was considered limiting
by academicians since it involved the behavioral structuring of an environment to get
someone to do something that was predetermined as useful. This setting was not
conducive to the free expression of ideas and for many thinkers had no place in the
"education" of free men and women. Learning should be, in the minds of academicians
like Hutchins, an activity of free men that would enrich the spirit and free the mind
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from the constraints of predetermined objectives. Thus to have an Institution of higher
learning proclaim that one of its missions was to train students for a specific vocation
was disturbing, violating what they believed to be the purpose of higher education.
Academicians like Hutchins believed that all men should be liberally educated first. Only
then should they enter into a training program for a profession or a vocation (Hutchins.
1978, p. 116). But the society, as the record shows, had decided otherwise.
In career or vocational training, the training process has to begin by asking
whether the particular individual can be trained. Personnel trying to develop training
situations must assess a participant’s current level of skills. Students may be asked to
leave if they do not possess the required prerequisites. In training situations, there are
fixed truths or methods that the student must follow. Deviating from accepted methods
and practices is frowned upon. Failure in training programs is not regarded as
institutional, rather it is perceived as an individual failure. Thus, the training mission
is vastly different from the traditional mission of liberal education.
Considering the career mission and its reflection in attrition rates, it is
interesting to review the programs at Quinsigamond Community College ranked according
to their overall attrition rate for the past 11 semesters. The Table on the next page
listing attrition percentages from 1983 to 1988 makes some illuminating points.
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Table 2

Quinsigamond attrition percentages

Liberal Arts

(LA)

52%

Business Technology (BT)

39%

Basic Engineering (BE)

3 8%

Electronic Technology (ET)

36%

Business Data Processing (BDP)

33%

Early Childhood (EC)

30%

Hotel, Restaurant Mgt. (HR),

2 8%

Executive Secretarial (ES)

27%

Business Administration (BA)

2 6%

Computer Maintenance (CMT)

24%

Respiratory Therapy (RT)

1 9%

Nursing (NU)

15%

Dental Hygiene (DH)

1 0%

Radiologic Technology (RDT)

9%

Occupational Therapy (OT)

8%

The Allied Health programs, the last five programs listed in Table 2 as
illustrated above,

have strict entrance requirements.

Fewer individuals leave their

programs. This points to the fact that the the Allied Health Programs are very concerned
about the fit between program requirements and students’ skills. Such a fit is basic to
the success of career programs. However, even though careful selection of candidates
would reduce attrition, the community college can not make competence a criteria of
acceptance for all its programs. Selecting students on the basis of a prejudgment about
their potential for success would violate the Open Enrollment concept. Open Enrollment
is based on the principle of not prejudging the potential success of entering students,
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thus allowing all applicants the opportunity to try. This concept is basic to the
community college's role as a open access institution.

The Affective Development Mission
People are the community, and providing service to people is what the
community college is all about. [The community colleges]., are located strategically to
give a voice to the poor and dispossessed" (Palinchak, 1973, p. 162). The community
college as an institution has tried to eliminate the barriers to opportunity, providing
ever more access to programs which can help a deprived individual move upward. "At
Quinsigamond Community College, we believe everyone should have an opportunity to
further their education," stated the 1987-89 Catalog.
From this desire to serve the public has grown a myriad services that have little
to do with traditional college goals or objectives. The objectives of some community
college programs are more affective than cognitive. Improving the self image of the
participant and providing support groups to individuals facing life crisis situations are
goals of typical community college programs. The 1987-88 catalog of Quinsigamond
Community College promoted its affective development programs in the following
manner:

Developmental Studies assists students in realizing their fullest potential.
Through Developmental Studies, you can strengthen your background in
English, math, science, social science, and humanities. Developmental Studies can
help you overcome a variety of 'learning barriers' through individualized help.
Courses are offered in both English and Spanish.
Displaced Homemaker's Center offers specialized services to students who
because of divorce, death, separation, the disability of a spouse, or the loss of
income must prepare themselves for the job market. The Center provides
counseling, skills and interest testing, career readiness and personal needs
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workshops, job development assistance, and referrals. It also coordinates
vocational education training programs for non-traditional, low income, and
minority displaced homemakers and single parents.
Ihe Women's Center is a place where women can participate in workshops,
Program, which is offered through the Center provides direction and support to
women who are returning to the classroom after a period of years. The Re-Entry
program helps women clarify their educational, personal, and career goals;
develop their communication skills; and provides an introduction to college life.
(1987-89 Catalog, Quinsigamond Community College, p.4).

The program descriptions quoted above demonstrate that providing opportunity to
individuals within the community is see as a crucial part of the affective development
mission. This is consistent with the theme stated in Quinsigamond’s 1987-89 catalog:
"We’ll provide the opportunity. You’ll make it work".
Within the affective development mission, the attrition process overall should be
considered as a longitudinal process that begins when the individual applies to the
college. Applying to the affective development program is a process involving several
actions, tests and interviews which must be completed before the applicant will be
invited to register. Quinsigamond’s studies of entering students reveal certain facts. A
number of the students who apply and do not enroll do not have any really clear cut
reason for not enrolling.

Other priorities (work, family) just interfere with their

plans {Quinsiaamond Survey of Non-Enrolled Students. 1987). What seems to be
missing for many who apply is a motivation strong enough to overcome these external
forces so that they would follow through by actually enrolling and attending. Even those
who enroll and then withdraw often state that they did not persist because of personal
reasons or work {Quinsigamond Attrition Surveys. 1985-89). Many of these same
students indicate an interest in re-applying sometime in the future, but other factors
may continue to interfere with this desire.
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Tinto’s Model of Dropouts, previously described in Chapter Two, stresses the
importance of an integration of personal values into the academic and social demands of
the educational institution. This integration, he explained, would come from the person's
perception of the benefits (e.g. academic attainment, personal satisfaction, friendships,
etc.) and the costs (e.g. financial, time, dissatisfactions, academic failures, etc.) of
his/her attendance at college. An individual must integrate his/her personal demands
into the demands of the college if persistence is to be a reality. The individual's
commitment to the college must be strong in order to balance the personal and work
demands with which they are continually faced. Tinto concluded that the label 'dropout'
should be limited only “to those situations in which there was failure on the part of both
the individual and the institution, a failure of student to attend and achieve and of the
institution to facilitate the achievement of reasonable and desired educational goals"
(Tinto,1987,

pp.39-40).

To understand why students withdraw from the affective development programs,
one must be aware of the external forces acting on the student and producing such a
withdrawal. Anderson’s Force Field Analysis Technique, below, suggests some of these
external forces.
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Force fields influencing college attendance
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The external and internal forces that continually impact on a student affect
whether he/she will persist. In the case of many community college students, the
negative external forces become overpowering and force the student to leave. The
affective program personnel often try to develop in the student a sense of personal
management, hoping to assist the student in better self management. However, even with
these efforts the external forces often win out. The Quinsigamond Attrition Surveys
(Table 3) show the negative forces at work in the lives of the students at this community
college that have caused them to leave the school.

Table 3 Quinsigamond comparative attrition reports
ITEM
Number of Surveys
Responses

SP88
564(100%)

F88

SP89

F89

529(100%) 519 (100%)

503(100%)

237( 42%)

150( 28%) 137 ( 26%)

105( 21%)

141 (59%)

104 (69%)

52 ( 38%)

66( 57%)

Findings:
1. Pers Reasons
My family.

52 (22%)

48 (32%)

38 ( 28%)

22( 21%)

My financial .

40 (17%)

17 (11%)

26 ( 19%)

27( 26%)

7 ( 5%)

3 ( 2%)

5( 5%)

18 (12%)

26 ( 19%)

9( 9%)

3 ( 2%)

15 ( 11%)

6( 5%)

My health (see Question 3)
Needed childcare. .

6 ( 3%)

Not ready/college.. 30 (13%)
Achieved objective ....

8 ( 3%)

Poor academic record(see Question #10)
Transferred (see Question #6)
Dissatisfied (see Question #11)
2. Work
Work interfered

67 (28%)

44 (29%)

41 ( 30%)

29( 28%)

43 (18%)

29 (19%)

28 ( 20%)

13( 12%)
cont.
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Table 3 cont.
Work hrs changed

28(12%)

New position
3 Health
4 Financial

13(9%)

12(9%)

10(10%)

37 (16%)

24 (16%) 18(13%)

39 (16%)

38 (25%)

26( 19%)

!5( 4%)

29 (19%)

32 ( 23%)

33( 31%)

8 ( 5%)

12 ( 9%)

4( 4%)

11 ( 8%)

13( 13%)

3 ( 2%)

2( 2%)

17 ( 12%)

21 ( 20%)

54 (23%)

11(10%)

Did not apply

16 ( 7%)

Applied/none

20 ( 8%)

11 ( 7%)

Received/not enough

4 ( 2%)

0 ( 0%)

Change in situation

30 (13%)

14 ( 9%)

6 Transferred

15 ( 6%)

28 (19%)

10 ( 7%)

25( 24%)

7 Lack Transport

23 (10%)

11 ( 7%)

19( 14%)

7( 7%)

Lost means of

17 ( 7%)

7 ( 5%)

13 ( 9%)

5( 5%)

Cannot afford

16 ( 7%)

5 ( 3%)

9 ( 7%)

2( 2%)

^

Mnuorl_

o

tniereo

Mmiary

9 Lost Interest
Felt overwhelmed
Felt bored

62 (26%)

43 (29%)

41 ( 30%)

27( 26%)

26 (11%)

17(11%)

18(13%)

9( 9%)

24 (10%)i

23 (15%)

23 ( 17%) 13( 12%)
26 ( 20%) 13( 13%)

Expected more

26 (11%)

14(9%)

Not first choice

9 ( 4%)

6 ( 4%)

11 ( 8%)

10 Poor Academic

20 ( 8%)

19 (13%)

15 ( 11%) 14( 13%)

11 Dissatisfaction

8 ( 3%)

5 ( 3%)

9 ( 7%)

7( 6%)

11( 10%)

As the data in Table 3 shows, the causes for attrition among the Qumsigamond student
body were often multiple.
Success within affective development programs cannot always be measured in
the quantified terms of cognitive outcomes. The bench mark of success here is often not
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quantifiable. Current researchers In the field of atfrition agree that when a student
reaches the self-defined goals that he or she set out to achieve, such a student is a
success (Noel, 1987. p. 450). The restoration of self-esteem is often the goal set for
and by students in affective development programs. Thus, an individual who left the
affective development programs with an increased awareness of his/her potential and
more self-confidence is certainly not a failure statistic.

The Transfer Mission
Two year transfer programs try to replicate the first two years of the
traditional college program. The Transfer Compact of the State Colleges and Universities
recognizes the legitimacy of the transfer programs and of transcripts stamped with an
indication that a student has graduated from a transfer program. The Transfer Compact
insists that the receiving State Colleges or Universities treat the community college
transfers the same as they treat their native students. Articulation agreements have
been arranged by other private colleges to ease the transition of students from the
transfer programs in the community college to the program at the four year college.
College recruiters visit the community college on a regular basis to recruit students
from the transfer programs. A group of small elite liberal arts colleges ( Smith,
Wellesley, Brown, etc.) have formed a group called CENTS (Consortium for Entering
Non-Traditional Students) to encourage talented community college students to enter
their colleges. After graduating, many Quinsigamond students immediately transfer to
bachelor level programs at four year colleges and universities. This is supported by the
statistic that approximately 40% of Quinsigamond students transfer. Not only do
students transfer out but four year colleges in the Worcester area refer students to the
community college if the student needs additional work to become an acceptable
candidate.
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The current research on college attendance shows that the so-called standard
form of college progression, taking four years to earn a four year degree, is no longer
the standard (Tinto, 1987, p. 30). The route through college usually entails "at least
one departure from an institution"(Tinto, 1987, p. 30). The most recent findings from
The Cooperative Institutional Research Program state that:

The proportion (of students) completing a bachelor's degree within four years is
remarkably low (31.2 percent) especially in comparison to figures from 15
years earlier (46.7 percent of the 1966 freshman had earned degrees by 1970).
(New Finding on Student Retention, 1987, p. 2)
Similarly, community college students often take more than two years to finish
their degrees, dropping in and out as life permits. Further, some students leave the
community college before graduation in order to transfer to a four year college.

Leaving

for transfer purposes, it is clear, can not be considered negative attrition. In actuality,
it is positive.

The Overall Mission
Defining and clarifying this mission is a complex endeavor since the community
college is partly an educational institution while it is also partly a social service agency.
The college tries to live and perform its activities within two worlds whose approach to
problem solving is very different.

An educational institution tries to focus first on

cognitive outcomes while a social service agency must often focus on affective outcomes.
An educational institution must be concerned about what a student can do and a social
agency must be concerned more about the individual's needs. Because of this dual
responsibility, the community college must try for a balance of goals within an overall
mission.
The community college is rightly termed a 'comprehensive' college rather than a
'single-purpose' institution. The purposes typically envisioned are to prepare some
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students for advanced college studies, lo prepare others (or their vocations, to offer to
all an appropriate general education, and to serve the community. -At Ouinsigamond
Community College, we believe everyone should have an opportunity lo further their
education," stated the 1987-89 Catalog.
From the mission statements, it is clear that Quinsigamond Community College
has striven to be an agency that enhanced equal opportunity. It focused on helping
individuals better understand themselves and their own potential to succeed. However, if
one thinks of the community college only as that part of the larger educational system
which sorts, certifies and routes individuals to various experiences within the
educational community, then the community college could be judged as "cooling" students
about their transfer aspirations and redirecting them to terminal curricula where they
were thought to be more capable of achieving success. In contrast, the evidence seems to
show that the crucial element of the mission of the community college is to accept people
where they are and try to provide an environment within which they can achieve self
esteem as well as success. The definition of success is not the tangible graduation or
program completion , but an intangible -- enhanced self esteem. Cohen and Brawer
point out an important fact -- that the community college serves minority group
students, marginally capable students, and other groups never before served by higher
education (Cohen and Brawer, 1982, p. 21).
The next section of this dissertation will examine how some community colleges
have addressed the problem of attrition within their institutions.

This examination will

be followed by a review of the critiques of the community college system by traditional
academicians. The contrast of these two topics will demonstrate the differences of belief
that exist between practitioners and traditionalists about the mission of the community
college.
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CHAPTER 5

PROGRAMS AND CRITICISMS

This chapter will first examine how practitioners address the problem of
attrition within the community college. These descriptions of recent programs for
retention demonstrate that effort has been focussed on providing ever more precisely
targeted guidance, intervention and support to their students. The programs they devise
make it abundantly clear that these practitioners are not operating in the belief system
of the community college’s critics. Next, the philosophy and judgments of the critics of
the community college will be described. Studying the efforts of the practitioners and
the charges of the critics reveals an unbridged gap. There are those who believe that the
community college mission is a unique nurturing mission within the higher education
community, and there are those who see the community college mission as wreaking
havoc on the fabric of the traditional higher education mission. This gap of belief and
understanding underlines the urgent need for the community colleges to educate both the
society and the universe of higher education about the community college’s unique
mission. A fair and just evaluation of the successes and failures of the community
college cannot be made without a more general understanding of that mission. Lacking
that understanding, the statistics of attrition at community colleges will inevitably be
misunderstood, which can only produce damage to the community colleges and even
perhaps their demise.
The practitioner within the community college is well aware that some
community college students who initially desire a four-year degree may ultimately have
neither the interest nor the capability of achieving it. Other students, who at first do not
feel themselves capable of achievement in a college enviroment, find the incentive to go
on to a four-year college once they have achieved some success in their studies at the
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community college. In addition, many community college students need career
counseling and advising in order to direct their efforts into realistic goals. Thus it
becomes evident that many individuals among the population served by the community
college are unsure of their own potential or talents and do not commit themselves to the
college experience until they begin to experience success. The student body in a
community college is often non-traditional; many are first generation and may well
have not considered themselves college material. Such insecurity easily leads to early
withdrawals or non-enrollments. John Roueche, who has studied community colleges,
has found that 25 to 30 percent of community college students drop out of class in the
first 3 to 4 weeks of class and that 40 to 60 percent drop out before completion of the
semester. Rouche also found that 8 percent of the potential community college students
drop out even before completing the registration process (Baker, 1986, p.1).
It should be obvious, but apparently is not, that the community college cannot
be judged with the same standards by which traditional institutions are judged.
Community colleges are unique in higher education. Their mission necessitates that they
focus primarily on providing a caring environment within which students can overcome
their insecurity and gain self-esteem as well as success. This understanding of the need
for a caring and supportive environment forms the basis of the current strategies
designed by community colleges to promote student retention and lessen attrition. In
illustration of this fact, four examples, showing the direction of these strategies, are
described in the next section of this chapter.

Four Examples of Retention Programs
Academic Alert/Advising Strategy
The most renowned community college in the United States is Miami-Dade. Cross
stated in 1983 that "at least one college.Js on the verge of achieving a breakthrough in
pursuing quality in education without sacrificing open access" and this college was
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Miami-Dade (Cross, 1983, p. 1). At that time, Miami-Dade was the nations fifth
largest institution of higher education having a student population of 44,000 of which
40 percent were white, 40 percent were hispanic and 17 percent were black (Cross,
1983, p.1).
Cross saw that a key in maintaining quality at Miami-Dade was that all students
were required to take a common core of five general education courses (1987-88
Catalog, Miami Dade, pp. 55-60). Miami-Dade felt it was important to require General
Education of all students since it "provides the students with the opportunity to acquire
the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that are fundamental to every individual's effort to
have a more satisfying life and to function as a more effective citizen" (1987-88
Catalog, Miami Dade, p. 56). However Zwerling found in his 1987 visit that many of the
students he spoke with felt that the five required core courses for the Associate of
Science Degree looked "good on paper but are not taught as advertised" (Zwerling,
1988, p. 21). Nonetheless, Miami-Dade has recognized the importance of a General
Education Core for all students and has administratively committed themselves to this
goal. In addition, true to the community college philosophy, an attitude of caring has
emerged at Miami-Dade as a most important quality within their programs. Zwerling
found that students felt strongly that their teachers cared for them as individuals and had
a real commitment to help them succeed (Zwerling, 1988, p. 21).
Cross also found that the emphasis on individual success was an important part of
the Miami-Dade program and she stated that Miami-Dade had assumed the responsibility
for providing an appropriate prescription for success for each student but the student
had to accept the responsibility to be successful (Cross, 1983, p. 13). Thus, the
principles of caring and the desire to help students succeed were emphasized as most
important parts of the program to improve quality and true to the community college
philosophy, the doors remained open offering each student a chance to succeed or fail.
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Miami-Dade has also established an Academic Alert and Advisement
System which informs students midway in each semester about their current
academic progress and advises them on a course of remedial action. Students
receive an individualized letter which not only assesses their progress in each
course but also makes suggestions for them to follow. There are 150 different
messages programmed into the computer and a strict enforcement of standards is
handled by the Standards Of Academic Progress Pmnram This.program
establishes a successively severe set of actions that can be taken by the college to
encourage a student to perform. The catalog states that:

the overall objective of the Standards is to improve performance by
students having academic difficulty and to increase public support for
Miami-Dade's efforts to provide sound educational programs of the highest
quality.
(1987-88 Catalog, Miami Dade, p. 48)
In the first term that these standards were used, Miami-Dade suspended 3,200
students and in the first two and half years 8,000 were suspended. However, the system
began to instill in students a feeling of pride about their course work and in the
community a respect for the quality of programs. By the time Cross visited Miami-Dade
in 1982, she reported that the rate of suspensions had started to decline, especially for
ethnic minorities (Cross, 1983, p. 14).

Zwerling reported that the use of these

standards had gained for Miami-Dade a national recognition and helped to secure for it
the number one rating of community colleges in America (Zwerling, 1988, p. 23).
The stress on academic standards and on individual responsibility was most
important but did not change the basic community college philosophy of caring and open
enrollment. Attrition was expected for those students who did not succeed and MiamiDade did not hesitate to say to a student who was not achieving after attempting 45
credits that further enrollment in the college was not realistic. Can such attrition be
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regarded as a sign of institutional failure or weakness? Not at Miami-Dade , clearly.
Without knowing the institution and what was happening within it, it would have been
unjust and meaningless to blame Miami-Dade for these student losses. Even the critical
Zwerling was impressed and felt that what Miami-Dade was doing had given it status.
Miami-Dade illustrates the dangers of using attrition statistics alone as a measure of
success and failure for an educational institution.

Identifying Critical Periods
Jefferson Community College in Louisville, Kentucky, Houston Community
College in Houston, Texas and Sumter Area Technical College in Sumter, South Carolina
are three institutions whose staffs perceived attrition as linked to different periods of
student contact with the school. Their programs for retention demonstrate a shared
belief that if these critical periods could be more accurately identified, strategies could
be developed to address the problems occurring in each period. Attrition strategies
would become selective and realistic and could be viewed as remediation strategies to
help students with the adjusments needed for success. This was not a surprising finding
since research had already found that the first weeks of the semester were the most
critical. In the Spring of 1978, Jefferson Community College was facing the possibility
of declining enrollments and decided to examine the attrition problem from what they
said was, the student's point of view. (Horvath, 1982, p. 1). The college staff decided to
look at the problem within four distinct phases . They outlined the four phases as
follows:

1. Pre-Enrollment Phase: What is the image of the college?...
2. Campus Enrollment Phase:

How can our orientation and advising

programs be improved?...
3. Class Attendance Phase: Do faculty adequately explain their
policies and procedures to students?...
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4. Post Class Phase: How can we insure students will return for t
the next semester?...
(Horvath, 1982, p. 1).
Once they had found their conceptual framework, the faculty and staff set out to
build and improve all college services and image

The results were that semester-to-

semester completion rates, plus the college’s public image, improved (Horvath, 1982,
p. 3). Some of the intangible results reported were uplifting of faculty morale and
release of faculty creativity since there had been an increased willingness to ’risk’ new
ideas. While, in the words of Horvath, this program was not a panacea, it cut in-class
attrition (failures and withdrawals) from 40% to 31%. (Horvath, 1982, p. 2).
Houston Community College found that approximately 30% of the students who
registered each semester did not remain enrolled long enough to receive grades. In light
of these findings, Houston decided to examine attrition in terms of what they considered
to be three crucial time periods.

Houston’s three significant time periods were:
a. Beginning of registration to the 12th day of class.
b. From the 12th day of class to end of semester.
c. From one semester to the next.
(Davis and Rice, 1982, pp. 6-14):
Houston began their project by focusing in on the first time period. Instead of
developing an all-encompassing program, they decided to proceed in stages and analyzed
all strategies on the basis of their perceived impact, cost and feasibility. By
concentrating on the "points of contact" between the college and the students, Houston was
able to reduce the number of drops by 34% through the 12th day of class (Davis and
Rice, 1982, pp. 16). Davis and Rice state that because this program was planned in
stages it became a "fully operational retention program” rather than a "large ambitious
program that failed" (Davis and Rice, 1982, p. 14).
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Sumter Area Technical College in South Carolina recognized the fact that many of
their entering students were high risk students not prepared for college level work.

In

light of this, a decision was made to develop "sound programs" which would strengthen
the abilities these students needed to succeed (McKay, 1982, p. 20). The guidelines
decided on by Sumter College were:
1. The instructional system must be competency-based
2. There must be entrance assessment in order to assure proper
course and program placement.
3. There must be provisions for adequate student support services.
4. There must be on-going professional development activities for
faculty and staff related to retention.
A Retention Task Force was formed during November 1982 whose reponsibility
was to identify the critical periods in the enrollment of high risk students and develop a
retention model which would guide the college in creating an atmosphere that would help
students obtain their educational goals. A four phase plan linked to the ‘critical periods’
was adopted to guide the retention study. The four phases were described as follows:

Pre-enrollment phase: the time span up to the point at which a person
called or wrote the college for information.
Campus enrollment phase: the time span included first contact with the
college to the time student walked through classroom door on first day.
Class attendance phase: time span from first class meeting to course
completion or withdrawal.
Post class phase: time span included course completion or withdrawal to
beginning of next semester.
(Recommendations of The Retention Task Force, 1983, pp. 1-2)
The Task Force then established committees to study each of the four phases and
compiled a list of recommendations for supporting retention in each phase.
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Intervention to assist students at community colleges is always important. What
Sumter did was to identity critical periods when intervention was most helpful for high
risk students, and develop strategies which could best service the high risk student at
those times. The importance of constant monitoring of the high risk student is evident to
most practitioners since these students usually have more in their lives than school,
such as jobs and family. The need to continually track and counsel these students is
crucial.

Without such supportive intervention, many students just stop attending

because other priorities in their lives have become more important than education.
Sumter did not leave this intervention to chance; the critical period approach is designed
to provide the intervention at the periods when the student most needs help.

Identifying Appropriate Target Populations
A parallel concern to identifying critical periods is the identification of
appropriate target populations needing special support services. An interesting example
of this approach is provided by the retention program at Denver Community College in
Colorado which is focused on identifying students who need additional support services
in order to achieve their educational and vocational objectives. Retention strategies at
Denver are tailored to meet the specific needs of those identifiable groups. Each of these
target groups, it was reasoned, should have a specific action program that addressed the
needs of that group. Thus, four models of student retention were designed to meet the
needs of four identified target groups. The identified target groups were:

1. Students With Undeclared Majors Who Had Unclear Goals.
2. Students Who Were Academically Underprepared
3. Students Who Were New To The College
4. Students Who Were Returning Adults
(Duncan, 1985, p. 12).
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The retention program at Denver’s Community College is based on dividing the
student body into the four groups listed above without concern for program or other
contingent factors, and then devising tailor-made objectives and strategies for those
groups. The program recognizes the need for identifying the differences existing within
student populations and the need to devise those strategies that could help the students
achieve their educational and vocational objectives.
At another community college in Milwaukee, the importance of identifying high
risk students by assessment testing is stressed. Uniquely, all students identified as high
risk are referred to a special program. The Milwaukee Area Technical College (MATC)
requires all prospective students applying for admission to a degree program to take an
assessment test called ASSET. Students scoring between 13 and 19 on the ASSET test and
who have less than a 2.0 high school grade point average or less than a score of 250 on
the High School Equivalency (G.E.D.) test are referred to The Crossover Program.
(Michels,

1986,

1-24).

The Crossover Program maintains a single program of courses intended to help
students be successful in a degree program. Students take courses in Communication
Skills, Reading and Study Techniques, Math and Social Sciences. A student can spend one
to two semesters in the Crossover Program depending on the success he/she has in
completing the program objectives. A student must complete all credits taken with a "C"
average. Within the Crossover Program, students are given career counseling so that
they can choose a realistic program of study after leaving Crossover. A student can be
dropped from the program for excessive absence, which is defined as being continuously
absent for one more time than the class meets per week.
The Crossover Program is based on the concept that students who lack basic skills
and have inadequate career goals are high risk. The reasoning is that those students will
fail if the appropriate services are not provided. Once such a student has improved his
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/her skills and has had the necessary career counseling, their chances .or success
should be greatly improved.
In the programs of population identification described above, the identification of
these high risk students does not affect admission. The doors remain open to them.
However, the identification of these populations clarifies the necessity of such services
as math labs and English labs. Should a community college be considered as weak or as
failing in pursuit of its mission because high risk students, even with special help, do
not always succeed?

Once again, looking at attrition statistics without detailed

knowledge of a particular institution’s structures and goals can be thoroughly
misleading.

Feasibility as a Criterion for Action Plans
In this day of struggling state budgets and limited finances, community colleges
often have to plan any new strategies within existing resources.

However, the limitation

of funds need not be an excuse for doing nothing. At Prince George’s Community College
in Largo, Maryland, a college-wide student retention sub-committee was given the task
of establishing a set of realistic criteria for the development of student retention
strategies. The criteria they established included the need to focus on prevention rather
than prediction (Engleberg, 1981/82, pp. 28-31).

With its criteria established, the

committee established a realistic process for structuring their retention effort,
stressing that any program must fit the mission and resources of the college.
Engleberg reports that “at Prince George's Community College, the action
selection process helped create a productive atmosphere in which further retention
program development can strengthen as well as maintain the integrity and objectives of
the college." (Engleberg, 1981/82, p. 31)
The need to be realistic is essential to any retention effort. Nothing can kill a
program more quickly than "pie in the sky" ideas.
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An interesting twist to this realistic

action selection process exists at Frederick Community College in Maryland. From a
retention study on who left Frederick and why, came a series of recommendations for
developing an effective attrition program. Among these was the recommendation that, as
part of the budget request process, each department must give information on what
specific efforts had been made to understand those retention/attrition issues which were
related to the campus and what specific programs, policies, practices had been designed
to improve retention within their department (Sheldon, 1983, p.107).
The Frederick program points to the need on part of the critics to look seriously
at the institution to see what is being done to improve retention. Often an institution is
developing programs and policies within their resources which should be taken into
consideration when agencies evaluate attrition statistics. Can a program to support
student success be considered a failure because it must operate within existing
resources? This question must be answered before judgements can be made about the
failure or weakness of the community college based on attrition statistics.
If the strategies described above were to be faulted for any shortcoming, it might
be for not making sufficiently clear more than one type of attrition is being attacked.
Their programs do not focus only on stemming negative attrition; they view their
mission as broader than merely an effort to retain students.

Providing support, rather

than trying to fit students to programs, is the goal of these, as of most, retention
programs.

ThP Position of The Critics

With the phenomenal success of the community colleges, attracting by 1980
fifty-three percent of all higher education's freshmen and sophomores, (Bernstein,
1988, p. 4), there has arisen a body of skeptics. These skeptics doubt the value of the
community college's remedial strategies and level some serious criticisms against its
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quality. Such criticisms developed from the perception that a community college was a
"traditional college" gone soft. Eaton reported in 1982 that data was becoming
increasingly available which confirmed that :

Community college students lack basic skill levels comparable to
lower division students in four year colleges and
universities.
Community college students are commuters, heavily employed,
and

burdened with life responsibilities which consistently

interfere with their academic progress.
Community college faculty and administration are not as
credentialled or as well trained academically as four year college or
university faculty.
Community colleges themselves impose lower academic standards
on students compared with four-year colleges and
universities.
(Eaton, 1982, p. 16)
These new critics argue that the community college, with its intent to service all,
has drifted towards fragmentation in the curriculi and that instruction has become
mechanized and trivial. (McGrath, 1988, p.26).

Instead of providing service, the

critics said,, community colleges needed to make a greater commitment to quality
education or in other words, a commitment to traditional academic values (Eaton, 1982,
p. 19).
Dr. L. Steven Zwerling, a noted critic of the current community college
movement, summed up his perception of the community college movement as
follows:

. . . regressive social consequences are characteristics of the community
college: in spite of its democratic rhetoric, the two-year college has not
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contributed significantly to the progress of students. Data suggest that the very
fact of attending a community college is a liability to students' academic and
vocational goals when their rates of achievement are compared with academically
and socioeconomically equivalent students who begin studies at four-year college
There seems to be something in the very culture of community colleges that
unhappily impedes students’ development.
(Zwerling,

1988, pp.10-11)

Dr. Zwerling’s perception of the community college as a place where "students
and faculty seem silently to conspire together to 'remedialize' academic life in their
colleges, playing out a yas. d£ deux in which everyone loses", is certainly a perception
coming from his expectation of "a traditional academically oriented college" rather than
a "non-traditional service oriented community college" (Zwerling, 1988, p. 12).
Traditionalists evaluate educational settings through their traditional academic lenses.
They define terms (e.g. attrition), through these same lenses. Their definitions have an
impact on agencies which evaluate higher education such as the Federal Government. In
light of this, Walleri, in his writings, maintains that the real challenge facing
community colleges is to "develop an institution flexible enough to respond to the diverse
needs of a very heterogeneous audience without allowing the academic experience to
become diluted" (Walleri, 1981, p. 21).
There is very little question that quality to the traditionalist means solid
academic achievement in a "traditional" academic setting. The community college is
anything but traditional. Some critics have argued that community colleges are not
creative, imaginative, non-traditional institutions that gave everyone a chance, but
actually institutions designed to maintain the social status quo rather than promote
upward mobility (Vaughan, 1980, pp.2-3).

Others with the same criticism describe it

differently, saying that the community college usually enrolls large numbers of students
who at first aspire to transfer but then are subsequently "cooled out" by career
counselling and testing that invites them to consider career alternatives seen as more
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appropriate to their aptitude and interests. This "cooling out" process occurs, the
critics say,

in three stages:

denial ot hope, lowering of aspirations, and finally,

disengagement (Clark, 1960, pp. 71-76). That this issue is not closed is demonstrated
by Palinchak who points out that "college students at all types of institutions have
educational aspirations that are unrealistically high" (1973, p. 200).
On the other hand, Clark, an early critic, some twenty years later modified his
views on 'cooling out’.

Only the naive do not recognize that with hope there is disappoint¬
ment, with success failure. The settings that lead toward the cooling out effort
remain, all the more so as democracies open doors that were formerly closed.
Any system of higher education that has to reconcile such conflicting values as
equity, competence, and individual choice - and the advanced democracies are so
committed - has to effect compromise procedures that allow for some of each. The
cooling out process is one of the possible compromises, perhaps even a
necessary one. (1980, p.30).
Some critics see what is described above as the cooling-out function as akin to a
capitalist plot, in which the community college lowers the expectations of the blue collar
students enabling them to accept inferior roles as non-professional workers or even as
dropouts without feeling excessive resentment (Johnston, 1980, p. 45).

Johnston

writes that instead of enhancing the range and quality of options available for nontraditional students, community colleges tended to limit educational opportunity for
these students by encouraging them to train for specific low-status jobs (1980, p. 47).
It is interesting to note that if one approaches the problem from another
perspective, ‘inspiration’ rather than ‘cooling out’ becomes the outcome. Neumann and
Reisman (1980)

maintain that students can become inspired at the community college.

Their studies concluded that

through the open enrollment liberal arts programs,

especially in Massachusetts, many students who had not previously realized their own
potential

developed while at the community college an aspiration to transfer into four-
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year colleges. In some instances, they hoped to transfer into the most selective
institutions in the country. Neumann and Reisman ask how these particular students
beat the odds of being "cooled out". They found that these students were mainly from blue
collar families and were for the most part "C" students who had not had an especially
successful past experience in school. In addition, these students had lacked confidence in
their own ability, an attitude expressed by the phrase, "I didn’t think I would be able to
make it'"

Since in high school they had not thought of themselves as college bound, they
never made contact with a counselor or college recruiter who might have set
them straight. Many harbored aspirations for college but thought these fanciful
and did not have the expectation of ever reaching college (1980, p. 56).
The community college gave these students a very positive experience. To their
own surprise, they discovered they could do college work. "Their community college was
their 'frog pond'. Many of these students found for the first time that they were the
'smart ones’, and they liked the feeling" (Neumann and Riesman, 1980, p. 57). Their
academic success in the community college gave them the impetus to go further in
education.

The Perception Problem
Critics criticize the community college for being less than an institution of
higher education. The critics view the community college as lowering the quality of
higher education. On the other hand, the community college practitioners view their
role as unique in higher education. They have not attempted to directly address the
quality issue but see the community college as an institution created to offer all students
the opportunity for success. If students are not functioning well, the practioners look to
improving support services or intervention techniques. Their work demonstrates a basic
belief in the individual student. "Provide the opportunity and the individual often can
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succeed". However, between the criticisms of traditionalists and the philosophy and
strategies ol community college practitioners, one finds a real gap in understanding.
This study has intended to illustrate the three missions found within the general
mission of the community college and also to demonstrate that the programs and students
within each mission must be analysed separately. The community college, in summary,
is part traditional college, part social service agency and part training institution.
The way the community college views students within its aflective development
mission is different than the way it views students within its transfer mission. There is
no single definition for success in this institution. Success within the affective
development mission will be an improvement in self image, whereas in the transfer
mission it is graduation or transfer.

It should by now be clear that the term attrition

cannot have one single meaning. Traditionalists view attrition within the community
college as an indication of inadequate faculty and students because that is how they view
it within their own institutions.

The problem is that until the differences between

traditional colleges and community colleges are understood and appreciated, the
community college will continue to suffer unjust and invalid criticism.
The conclusions of this study and recommendations on research needed to help
resolve the problem described here will be developed in the next chapter.,
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter contains the conclusions which can be drawn from this study, as
well as describing the additional research that needs to be done on this subject. These
conclusions, enlarged upon in the body of the chapter, are summarized as follows.
-Attrition as a problem at the community colleges is overrated.
-The nature of the community colleges' missions must be understood before one
can understand the meaning of attrition at the community colleges.
-The community college philosophy is unique in higher education and must be
understood if one is to understand why attrition is often the consequence of
giving the student a chance.
-Community colleges must maintain their uniqueness if they are to continue the
services they were developed to provide.
At the conclusion of this chapter, three recommendations for further research
are suggested. Such research is necessary to help our society and its agencies evaluate
more effectively the real value of the community college and whether the open door is a
revolving door or a door to opportunity.

Attrition: An Overrated Problem

Ramist concluded, after his study of the attrition problem, that attrition as a
problem was overrated. (Ramist, 1981, p.8). He also stated that the research done by
Timmons ( 1978), Hagen ( 1977), Kesselman (1976) and Cope and Hannah ( 1975)
indicated that attrition or dropping out was often an assertive step taken by a student in
response to a situation that the student had found untenable (Ramist, p. 8). Rather than
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being unhappy about their decisions. Ramist stated, it has often been tound that most
students who left were in fact happy about their decision (Ramist, p. 8). The
assumption that it is always in the best interest of the student to continue schooling
without interruption is therefore challenged:

Astin notwithstanding, we tentatively conclude that students who take a leave of
absence and return, experience beneficial effects. We also conclude that although
students who take a leave of absence and donot return, lose the beneficial effects
of college completion, many fare well indeed. There is no evidence that college
completion without the motivation to do so has the beneficial effects that are
usually associated with college (Ramist, 1981, p.8).
If the concept of attrition as a negative fact was being questioned by research on
four year colleges, it appeared from what was known about the community college
philosophy and admission criteria to be much more questionable at the community
college level. From the research cited in this dissertation, one can see that community
colleges do not select their students on how well they achieved prior to admission. The
community college provides access to anyone wishing to enroll. The research on
attrition stresses the point that prior academic performance, while not a predictor of
who is drop-out prone, has a strong relationship to persistence. Students most often
choose to attend the community college, because it is convenient or because of the low
cost, rather than choosing this school for its values and structure. The research on
attrition also stresses that the better the fit or integration between the student and the
institution, the greater the chances for retention. Therefore, the nature of the
community college makes attrition unavoidable.

Attrition: Product of The Mission
Jeffrey Phillips has argued that the revolutionary nature of the community college is
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very positive and should be preserved since it intentionally broke the linearity of the
traditional educational system and allowed people the opportunity to get an education
with a greater degree of flexibility than had ever existed before. The special nature of
the community college encouraged people to come and go. In other words, attrition was,
indeed had to be, very much part of the community college. Phillips has acknowledged:
“The degree granting idea was not abandoned, but at the community college it ceased to be
the sole raison d'etre” (Phillips, 1982, pp. 4-5).

Using Northern Virginia Community

College as an example, he wrote, “Given the nature of the College and its diverse and
mobile service population, inter-year and inter-quarter attrition do not appear to be
changeable through College efforts; nor in most cases would this be desirable” (Phillips,
p.10).

Finally, he concluded:

If, in fact, the year to year attrition rate were reduced substantially,
enrollments would quickly exceed functional limits, and students would begin
leaving because of overcrowding, lack of available class sections, and
unacceptably impersonal or poor instruction by an overloaded faculty. From a
purely functional standpoint, some attritionis built-in to NVCC, and acts to help
keep the institutional system in a kind of homeostatic equilibrium.
(Phillips,

p.11)

Even earlier, Hahn had argued that attrition at the community college was a
normal part of its operation and in actuality the community college should allow the
student "free of any pressure to drop out at whatever point he feels he is ready to leave
(Hahn, 1974, p. 40). Jones reported that in his survey of the literature he found that
community college/junior college students were four times more likely to drop out for
non-academic reasons than for academic reasons (Jones, Oommnnitv College Review,
1986).

He added, significantly:

It is important that an institution focus only on "unnecessary student
attrition. This requires a mindset that all student attrition is not necessarily bad
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and that there will inevitably be a certain level of "natural" attrition that occurs
when students drop out due to conditions beyond the control of the institution.
(Jones, 1986, p.15)
Baker in his study at Mira Costa College stated that the goal of an institution
should be :

to find a level of student drop outs they can live with which balances
institutional integrity with the cost of retaining students. Therefore, the goal of
a retention program should be a commitment to help students reach their best
decision about leaving or staying in school. The student's interest should be
primary over the institutional needs.
(Baker, 1986, p.28)
To summarize the authors cited above, retention programs, while laudable, may
not be totally realistic for the community college.

Hahn’s full argument has merit:

Let's face it: what with open admissions, liberalized grading, and vague or non¬
existent probation policies, the easiest thing for the high school graduate to do is
enroll in the local community college. He can stay almost indefinitely, with a
minimum of effort andaccomplishment...For practical reasons, we have to
assume that those who enroll are serious about it...but we should acknowledge
that many of them are merely 'buying time.' This is an entirely legitimate use of
the community college...We pay lip service to the 'cooling out' function but our
almost manic preoccupation with 'saving students from themselves' suggests
that we haven't fully accepted the idea .
(Hahn, 1974,pp. 37-38)
This seeming acceptance of attrition at the community college has happened
because the institution itself is an aggregate of sub-institutions - transfer, career
preparation and affective development -- each with its own different mission. Since
some of the missions involve purely affective outcomes, certainly not tied to degree
completion, a continuing dropping out is to be expected.
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Ifag Community College; An American Liberal Institution

Ultimately then, one must look at ‘the mission* of the community college as it has
developed through history. Access rather than selectivity has been its rule. In American
higher education, this was a truly revolutionary approach fitting elegantly into the
American liberal ideal of the worth and value of the individual. Open the door to
opportunity and let each person try to achieve. Why destroy or change such a noble
experiment?
The community college must be dealt with as a distinct separate part of higher
education. As the New Deal introduced into the American economy a right to economic
security not seen in the economic world of rugged individualism in the pre-depression
period, so the community college introduced into American higher education the right of
self selection. The right to enter, the right to try and the right to leave were the three
rights that the community college bestowed on the student. In such a setting the
achievement of the personal objective became the criteria for judging success rather
than the achievement of the degree.

Philosophy. Not Attrition. Is The Problem

The community college student were often so overstressed by forces in their lives
that they had little energy to devote to formal schooling. These forces in their life
determined when they would attend and when they would not, when they would drop in
and when they would drop out. If students were encouraged to attend who had more
important priorities and had not yet determined in their own minds the value and worth
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of the education they were to receive, then attrition could be expected (Peng and Fetters,
1977, pp. 12-13).

However, philosophically, these were the students to whom the

community college had opened its doors. They were not, in society's mind-eye, the
winners; they were the potential losers and yet the community college was giving them a
chance.
Thus the great problem is not attrition but philosophy. Attrition has existed and
will always exist as a natural part of the community college as it is currently
structured.

The Philosophy of the Community College

To keep their doors open - to remain respectable filters - they are
pressured to honor the curricular values and styles of those very
colleges that originally rejected many of the students who they admit.
Praised for their openness, they are criticized for creating the consequences of
being open
(Peng and Fetters, pp. 12-13).
This dissertation started with a concern about the meaning of attrition at the
community college. It has become evident as the research evolved that attrition at the
community college cannot be understood without understanding the nature of the
community college. The community college, which took for its model the two year junior
college, was also closely tied in its origins to the high school. The community college
emerged on the scene as a institution expected to serve the needs of the community in
which it was established. It opened its doors to all. The problems that often faced the
high school made their way to the community college. Students were offered vocational
training as this need became more bothersome to the society. Students who lacked the
basic skills were offered compensatory or developmental programs. Students who had
special needs (e.g. low esteem) were offered programs to enable them to cope and
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eventually function more effectively. The community college extended the high school's
educational social services programs upward. No national model existed in higher
education with so liberal an admissions policy. Thus, with the creation of the community
college a revolution had been declared. The concept was new and fit truly into America’s
liberal picture.
Cohen hit a sensitive note that existed in the community college when he wrote,
“major community college spokesmen continually refuse to consider the philosophical
bases and contradictions of these (community) colleges, even as they attempt vigorously
to expand their ‘mission’" (Cohen, Lombardi and Brawer, 1977, p. 154).
In community colleges, it has not been unusual to find that open access is
misunderstood by the faculty and staff. The consequences of this concept and its
implications for the institution are not always fully understood. Since the community
college is a unique institution with unique tasks, it is not like any other college model. It
had to create its own model and its own identity. Even the name “college" is misleading
although the selection of such a term is understandable. People like to think of
themselves attending college. It has a certain status to it. Perhaps a name that clearly
indicated its mission (e.g. The Opportunity Institute) would have created less confusion.
In addition, there is a need for a general understanding in the society and in the
entire educational system of a clear-cut direction for the community college. Without
this, confusion and frustration exist. The community college needs to carefully define its
three missions for its students and establish procedures to achieve those missions.
When goals are defined and directions spelled out, students can better judge whether or
not a particular course, a discipline, or even a program fits their needs. If the
community college wants to be the college of opportunity, its regularly-surfacing desire
to parallel the four year college or traditional college has to change. It must be the
student-centered institution that provides access and opportunity. The community
college provides the opportunity and the student must make it work.
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While the student attempts to make it work, the community college provides that
student with a nurturing skill-enhancing environment.

Thus, the affective development

program can well be described as the most innovative component of the community
college. The mission of this program is focused on developing a harmony or congruence
within the participant about him or herself and between the participant and his or her
environment. Certainly it is to be expected that a number of students leave because such
a congruence can not be developed (Boshier, 1973). However, through such programs
as Displaced Homemakers, Women Center, Certificate Programs, Outreach, etc. there
has been an attempt to develop such a congruence within students. In such examples may
lie the real value of the community college.

It tries to provide opportunity for any

individual who wants to attempt a collegiate or vocational program. An important part of
the mission of the affective development programs is to help students see that their
energies can be directed towards activities that maximize the ratio of benefits of having a
better life to the cost of sacrificing other priorities over a given period.
The community college experiment has been to date a happening in higher
education.

It has certainly stirred critics, fearful that open access or terminal

vocational programs are subverting the ideals of higher education. It has even been
described as a movement to free men from the traditional way of "doing college"
(Karabel, 1986, p. 18).
The community college has been another chapter in the emerging history of
American Liberalism, visibly asserting the right of all people to have access to the
opportunity for higher education.

In addition, it has attempted to foster equal educational

opportunity through programs improving students’ skills.
The community college opens its doors to all students and offers them the
opportunity to be successful. Since retention began with recruiting students who have
the potential for success, retention became a personal rather than an institutional
problem in the community college.

Attrition was, is and will be part of the community
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oollege scenario as long as it remains an institution which does not select its students on
the basis of "fit".

If "fit" and the assuring of the potential for success, which are

certainly key to retention, are deemed important, then the structure of the community
college would have to be changed. The community college has not guaranteed success or
promised fit between individual and program of study. It has, in the true liberal fashion,
placed responsibility on the individual for enrolling and leaving. Thus, any attrition
study based on the general notion of attrition as a loss, if attempted in such an institution
is meaningless and could only lead to confusion in the search for institutional solutions.
Consequently, the creation of any effective institutional retention effort would remain
elusive.

Attrition has been a natural part of the community college and will remain so

under its current philosophy.

Since the students have the right to enroll they also

possess the right to leave. Such rights must remain with the student since there has
been no attempt to "fit" the student with a program by highly selective admission
policies. When an institution makes a "fit" there is also an implicit guarantee that the
individual can expect success. Consequently, when attrition exists within such an
institution, it is an indication of a flaw in the "fit" system. The community college has
no such system and does not claim to have. It has three very different missions which
offer students an opportunity. Whatever fit exists is created by the student who self
selects the program on the basis of his or her own aspirations. Thus, given the special
function of the open door, we can truly say that attrition at the community college has no
other meaning than that the student has left.

Recommendations for Further Study

More research needs to be done on the affective changes that have taken
place within students attending the community college. Only by understanding
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how community college have changed their student's attitudes can one hope to
answer the critics of the Open Door.
More research is also needed on the actual impact that community colleges have
had on students. Comparative studies of pre-assessments of students and post
assessments are needed in order to have hard data on actual student progress. Intensive
follow-up studies of students (from admission to leaving) should be done in order to
evaluate the effect of community college remedial programs and the increase of the
success rates that have been achieved through college transfer and career training. Who
has been successful? It is only by having hard data on this aspect of the community
college mission that one can judge adequately whether community college programs
actually achieve their desired goal.
Research on whether the community college provides a service or disservice to
higher education might also be useful.

Should the community college be part of higher

education or should it be a transitional program between secondary schools and higher
education? The junior college was originally thought of as an extension of the high
school. Should the community college be a post-secondary transitional institution
rather than as it is now seen, an institution of higher education?
If these areas of research are examined, the different types of attrition (neutral,
positive and negative) within the community college can be further defined and one can
have the assurance that the college has solid evidence of course or program achievement
by students. In addition, the question of whether access alone should be the community
college's chief contribution to American education needs to be answered. With more
research one will be better prepared to evaluate of what value the community college is
even to those people who do not graduate or transfer. The community college, as any
institution, must demonstrate its usefulness to society if it wants support. The critics
have often drawn a picture of an institution that is useless or even harmful. The need for
additional research is important since, in the words of Arthur Cohen and Florence
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Brawer, society deserves from the community colleges "more than the shortsighted,
defensive response, 'If you question our results, you don't understand our mission’"
(Cohen and Brawer, December/January 1981-82, p. 21).
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